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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and let h/b be,
respectively, a Cartan subalgebra and a Borel subalgebra of g. Let
n=dim g and l=dim h so that n=l+2r where r=dim gb. Let \ be one-
half the sum of the roots of h in b.
The irreducible representation ?\ : g  End V\ of highest weight \ is dis-
tinguished among all finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g for
a number of reasons. One has dim V\=2r and, via the BorelWeil
theorem, Proj V\ is the ambient variety for the minimal projective embed-
ding of the flag manifold associated to g. In addition, like the adjoint
representation, ?\ admits a uniform construction for all g. Indeed let SO(g)
be defined with respect to the Killing form Bg on g. Then if
Spin ad: g  End S
is the composite of the adjoint representation ad: g  Lie SO(g) with the
spin representation Spin: Lie SO(g)  End S, it is shown in [9] that
Spin ad is primary of type ?\ . Given the well-known relation between
SS and exterior algebras, one immediately deduces that the g-module
structure of the exterior algebra  g, with respect to the derivation exten-
sion, %, of the adjoint representation, is given by
 g=2l V\ V\ . (a)
The equation (a) is only skimming the surface of a much richer structure.
The purpose of this paper is the presentation of that structure.
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1.2. Identify g with its dual using Bg and, consequently, identify
 g with its dual using the natural extension of Bg to  g. The extension
of Bg is again denoted by Bg . Then  g is the underlying space for the
complexes ( g, ) and ( g, d ) which, respectively, define the homology
H
*
(g) and the cohomology H*(g) of g. Let J=( g)g be the subalgebra
of %(g)-invariants in  g. Then results of Koszul identify J with H*(g)
under cup product (using ideas of ChevalleyEilenberg) and identify J
with H
*
(g) under Pontrjagin product. Let J+ be the augmentation ideal
in J and let JS=S(g)g be the space of g-invariants in the symmetric
algebra S(g). Then the HopfKoszulSamelson theorem asserts that J is a
supercommutative Hopf algebra, and if P/J is the graded subspace of
primitive elements in J (i.e., P is the Bg orthocomplement of (J+)2 in J +)
then
J= P. (b)
Furthermore, using results in [2], Chevalley’s structure theorem for JS
implies
dim P=l. (c)
Note that (a) implies dim J=2l so that (c) also follows from (b).
Let C(g) be the Clifford algebra over g with respect to Bg | g. As noted
in [4] there is a natural identification of the underlying linear spaces of a
Clifford algebra and a corresponding exterior algebra so that, for the pre-
sent case, we can think of C(g)= g as having two multiplications,
Clifford multiplication, uv, and exterior multiplication, u 7 v. It follows
easily then that 2 g is a Lie subalgebra of C(g) and in fact one has a
natural isomorphism 2 g$Lie SO(g). The adjoint representation thus
defines a Lie algebra homomorphism $: g  2 g. But then if U(g) is the
universal enveloping algebra of g the map $ extends to an algebra
homomorphism
$: U(g)  C(g). (d)
Let E/C(g) be the image of (d). One readily shows that $(x)= 12 dx
for x # g so that E is the sub-(Clifford) algebra of C(g) generated, under
Clifford multiplication, by all exact 2-forms, dx, for x # g. One easily estab-
lishes, as Proposition 17 in Section 3.1,
Proposition A. The space J of %(g) invariants is the Clifford centralizer
of E in C(g). In particular, J is a subalgebra with respect to both Clifford
and exterior multiplication.
Let (u, v) denote the value of Bg on u, v # C(g). Let : be the unique
antiautomorphism of C(g) (and also of  g) which reduces to an identity on
g. Let BP, : be the linear form ( p, q)o on P defined so that ( p, q)o=(:p, q).
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The following is a Clifford algebra analogue to the HopfKoszulSamelson
theorem (b). It is Theorem 35 in Section 4.5.
Theorem B. The bilinear form BP, : on P is nonsingular. Furthermore,
with respect to Clifford multiplication in J one has
J=C(P), (e)
where C (P) is the Clifford algebra over P with respect to BP, : .
Remark C. Implicit in Theorem B is the striking fact that elements
p # P ‘‘behave’’ under Clifford multiplication as if they were elements of
degree 1even though 3 is the smallest degree any nonzero homogeneous
primitive element can have. In particular, p2 is the scalar (:p, p).
It follows from Theorem B that dim Cent J=dim Cent C(g). But this
fact, together with Proposition A, implies that E is a matrix algebra. That
is, Spin ad is primary and one has the decomposition
C(g)=EJ, (f )
where  is realized by Clifford multiplication. More specifically, we estab-
lish (independent of [9]) that with a natural identification one has
E=End V\ , (g)
and (see Theorem 40 in Section 5.3) hence (e), (f), and (g) summarize to
the ‘‘separation of variables’’ result:
Theorem D. The Clifford algebra C(g) over any complex semisimple
Lie algebra g decomposes into the Clifford product
C(g)=End V\C(P). (h)
We refer to (h) as the \-decomposition of C(g) and to End V\ and C(P)
as its factors.
1.3. Our next objective is to determine the formula which expresses
the generators of C(g), namely elements x # g=1 g, in terms of the
\-decomposition. The proof of the main theorem here, Theorem F below,
depends on a marriage of results in [10] with Chevalley’s beautiful
theorem that primitive elements, p # P, are transgressive. Let J +S be the
augmentation ideal in JS and let W(g)=S(g) g be the Weil algebra.
Associated with W(g) is a well-known acyclic complex (W(g), dW ). The
acyclicity of (W(g), dW ) gives rise to a linear map, called transgression,
t: J +S  J
+.
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Since the transgression map t is very important for us here we will give an
explicit homotopy (Theorem 58 in Section 6.2) establishing the acyclicity of
(W(g), dW ) and an explicit formula (Theorem 62 in Section 6.5) for the
cochain of transgression giving rise to t. The resulting formula for t (no
doubt due to Chevalley) is Theorem 64 in Section 6.6. Chevalley’s trans-
gression theorem is that
t: J +S  P (i)
is a surjective map. This, together with a partly sketched proof, is given as
Theorem 66 in Section 6.8.
Let
s: S(g)   g ( j)
be the algebra homomorphism (using exterior multiplication on  g)
defined so that if x # g and h(x) is the corresponding element in S1(g), then
s(h(x))=dx. The formula, in Theorem 64, for the transgression map t is an
expression mainly involving the map s. Let A be the image of ( j) so that
A, in contrast to E, is the sub-(exterior) algebra of  g generated, under
exterior multiplication, by all exact 2-forms, dx, for x # g. Both A and E
are g-modules with respect to %. If g is simple then the adjoint representa-
tion is irreducible. In such a case let mad (M) and Mad denote, respectively,
the multiplicity of the adjoint representation in M and the primary adjoint
representation component in M, where M is any g-module. If g is simple
then (a) together with a preliminary result in Section 6 implies that
mad (A)=mad (E )
=l (k)
(see (189) and (263)). But much more than the equality mad (A)=mad (E )
is true. For any x # g let @(x) # Der&1  g be the operator of interior
product by x. It is manifestly clear that A is a graded subspace of  g. In
particular, if g is simple then Aad is necessarily graded. In general, however,
E is not a graded subspace of  g. Nevertheless, one has the following
statement, which is taken from results in Theorems 73, 87, 88, and 89.
Theorem E. Let x # g and p # P. Then
@(x) p # A & E. (l)
In particular, @(x) p Clifford commutes with all invariants u # J, since
@(x) p # E. Furthermore, if g is simple then
Aad=Ead (m)
and Ead is the span of @(x) p over all x # g and p # P.
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Finally, one has
Theorem F. Let pi , qj be dual bases of P with respect to the bilinear
form BP, : . Let x # g. Then,
x= :
l
i=1
(@(x) pi ) qi . (n)
Furthermore, @(x) pi # E and qi # J so that (n) is the expression for x in terms
of the \-decomposition (h).
Theorem F is taken from Theorem 89 in Section 6.21.
1.4. Except for Theorem F we obtained all the main results of the
paper, (a) and Theorems B, D, E, and F, more than 30 years ago. Theorem
F (particularly the use of the dual basis pi , qj ) is of more recent vintage.
Obviously the irreducible representation ?\ plays a central role in this
paper. One reason for the present publication of these results is the recent
role played by ?\ in the structure of the quantum cohomology of the flag
manifold, as presented in [12].
There are six main sections in the paper and they are as follows:
1. Introduction.
2. Clifford multiplication in terms of exterior algebra operations and the identifica-
tion Lie Spin V=2 V.
3. The spin, Spin &, of a representation & and the decomposition C(V )=EJ
when Spin & is primary.
4. The analogue, J=C(P), under Clifford multiplication, of the HopfKoszul
Samelson theorem, J= P, under exterior multiplication.
5. Spin ad is primary of type ?\ ,  g=2lV\ V\ , and the \-decomposition,
C(g)=End V\C(P).
6. Clifford algebra consequences of Chevalley’s transgression theorem and the
expansion x=li=1 (@(x) pi )qi with respect to the \-decomposition.
2. CLIFFORD MULTIPLICATION IN TERMS OF EXTERIOR
ALGEBRA OPERATIONS AND THE IDENTIFICATION
Lie Spin V=2 V
2.1. Let V be a complex vector space of finite dimension n>0.
Assume that BV is a fixed nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on V.
The value of BV on x, y # V is denoted by (x, y ). The bilinear form BV
extends uniquely to a symmetric nonsingular bilinear form, also denoted by
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BV , on the exterior algebra  V, where  j V is orthogonal to k V if j{k,
and for xi , yj # V, i, j=1, ..., k,
(x1 7 } } } 7 xk , y1 7 } } } 7 yk)=det(xi , yj ). (1)
By abuse of terminology we will refer to BV on  V as the natural
extension of its restriction to V. It is nonsingular as one easily sees by
noting that the exterior products of an orthogonal basis of V define an
orthonormal basis of  V. If ; # End  V then its transpose ;t # End  V
is defined so that (;u, v)=(u, ;tv) for any u, v #  V. We will be using
much of the notation of [13] except that here we identify  V with its dual
using BV .
The exterior algebra  V is of course Z+ graded. The homogeneous com-
ponent of w #  V in k V will be denoted by wk . The graded structure on
 V induces a Z-graded structure on the operator algebra End  V. The
homogeneous subspace End j  V of degree j is the space of all operators
of degree j on  V. That is, End j  V is the space of all operators ;
on  V such that ;: i V  i+j V for all i. But then End  V also has the
structure of a Z-graded super Lie algebra where if ;i # Endi  V and
;j # Endj  V then [;i , ;j]=;i;j&(&1) ij ;j ;i . Let Derk  V be the space
of all $ # Endk  V such that for any u, v #  V where u #  j V one has
$(u 7v)=$u7 v+(&1) jk u 7$v. The operators in Derk  V are called
derivations of degree k and any $ # Der  V=k Derk  V is called a
derivation. One notes that Der  V is a super Lie subalgebra of End  V.
For any u #  V let =(u) # End  V (left exterior multiplication by u) be
defined so that =(u)w=u 7 w for any w. Since obviously =(u 7 v)==(u) =(v)
for any u, v # V it is clear that left multiplication by the operators in
=( V) introduces a left  V-module structure on End  V. It is a simple
fact and important to observe that Der  V is a left  V-submodule. For
any u #  V let @(u)==(u)t. One notes that if u # k V then =(u) # Endk  V.
This readily implies that @(u) # End&k  V. Furthermore, if x # V then
@(x) # Der  V. In fact, @(x) is the unique element of Der&1  V such that
@(x)y=(x, y) where we have identified C=0 V. See p. 8 in [13]. It is a
simple exercise to show that Der  V is a free  V module with basis @(zj )
where [zj] is a basis of V. That is,
Der  V=:
j
=( V @(zj )
is a direct sum.
Let } # End0  V be defined so that }=(&1)k on k V. Let even V and
odd V be the eigenspaces for } corresponding, respectively, to its two
eigenvalues 1 and &1. An element u #  V is called even if u # even V and
odd if u # odd V. Obviously } is an algebra automorphism.
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2.2. We recall that the Clifford algebra C(V ) over V with respect
to BV | V is the tensor algebra T(V ) over V modulo the ideal I(BV )
generated by all elements in T(V ) of the form xx&(x, x) where x # V,
and we regard C=T 0(V ). The quotient map T(V )  C(V) is injective on
V and one identifies V (and C) with its image in C(V). Consequently,
C(V ) is generated by V and one has that x2 is (x, x) for any x # V. This,
of course, implies that
xy+yx=2(x, y ) (2)
for any x, y # V. On the other hand, identifying c # C with the scalar
operator on  V defined by c, note that
=(x) @( y )+@( y ) =(x)=(x, y ) (3)
in End  V. It follows that if, for any x # V, one defines #(x)==(x)+@(x)
then
#(x)2=(x, x). (4)
Consequently the correspondence x [ #(x) extends to a homomorphism
C(V )  End  V, u [ #(u),
defining the structure of a C(V )-module on  V. In particular, if v #  V,
xi # V, i=1, ..., k, and u=x1 } } } xk # C(V), then
#(u)v=(=(x1)+@(x1)) } } } (=(xk)+@(xk))v. (5)
The C(V )-module structure on  V leads to a map
: C(V)   V, u [ #(u)1. (6)
By Theorem II.1.6, p. 41, in [4] the map  is bijective and, as Chevalley
does, following this theorem, we will identify C(V ) with  V, using . We
consequently then recognize that the linear space  V=C(V ) has two mul-
tiplicative structures. If u, v #  V there is exterior multiplication u 7 v and
Clifford multiplication
uv=#(u)v. (7)
One notes that, by (5), if u #  i V and v #  j V and m=0 or 1, depending
on whether i+j is even or odd, then
uv$u 7 v modulo( i+j&2 V+ i+j&4 V+ } } } +m V ). (8)
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Unless mentioned otherwise, the terms algebra and multiplication will be
generally understood to be with respect to the Clifford structure. In any
case, it should be clear from the context as to which of the two multi-
plicative structures is under consideration. Also, we will write C0(V )=
even V and C1(V )=odd V. If we momentarily also write C2(V)=even V
then one has
Ci (V) C j (V )/Ci+j (V ) (9)
for i, j # [0, 1]. That is, the parity automorphism } of the exterior algebra
is also an automorphism of the Clifford algebra. In addition, if : # End  V
is the unique involutory antiautomorphism of  V, as an exterior algebra,
such that :(x)=x for all x # V, then : is also an antiautomorphism of the
Clifford algebra structure. That is, if u, v #  V one has both :(u 7v)=
:(v) 7:(u) and :(uv)=:(v) :(u). Very explicitly, one readily has that
:=(&1)k(k&1)2 on k V. (10)
See Section 2.1, p. 38, and III.4.1, p. 90, in [4].
2.3. Let Spin V be the set of all g # C0(V ) such that (1) g:(g)=1
and (2) gx:(g) # V for all x # V. That is, if g #  V, then g # Spin V if and
only if g is (a) even, (b) invertible with g&1=:(g), and (c) V is stable
under conjugation (i.e., x [ gx:(g)) by g. It is clear then that Spin V is an
algebraic group under Clifford multiplication.
Let SO(V)/Aut V be the special (i.e., determinant 1) orthogonal group
with respect to BV | V. For any g # Spin V let T(g) # Aut V be defined so
that if x # V then T(g)x=gx:(g). The following is classical.
Proposition 1. Spin V is a connected Lie group. If g # Spin V then
T(g) # SO(V ) and
T : Spin V  SO(V) (11)
is an epimorphism with kernel \1. In particular, T defines Spin V as a
double cover of SO(V ).
Remark 2. The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Chapter 2, especially
Section 2.9, in [4]. The groups Spin V and SO(V) here are the groups 1 +0
and G +0 on p. 52 in [4]. The double cover and connectivity argument on
p. 68 for the real case is readily seen to be valid for the complex case as
well. The overriding fact that T(g) # SO(V ) is immediate from the observa-
tion that, for x # V, one clearly has
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(gx:(g))2=gx2:(g)
=(x, x) g:(g)
=(x, x).
Since C 0(V ) is an associative algebra which contains the Lie group
Spin V, we can expect that its Lie algebra s=Lie Spin V is a Lie sub-
algebra of C0(V ). In fact, s=2 V as explained on p. 68 in [4]. Since this
fact is very important to us we shall explain it in detail.
Let u # 2 V. Then, for any x # V, one has @(x)u # V, and consequently
one can define {(u) # End V by the formula
{(u)x=&2@(x)u. (12)
But, in fact, since @(x)==(x)t, then for any y # V one also has
(@(x) u, y )=(u, x 7 y)
=&@( y )u, x).
Thus {(u) # Lie SO(V ). Furthermore, since both Lie SO(V ) and 2 V have
dimension n(n&1)2 the nonsingularity of BV | 2 V implies that
{: 2 V  Lie SO(V)
is a bijection.
By (9) C(V ) has the structure of a super (Z2-graded) associative algebra.
Hence C(V ) also has the structure of a super Lie algebra, [u, v], where if
u # Ci (V ) and v # C j (V) then [u, v]=uv&(&1) ij vu. The map ad: C(V ) 
End C(V ) where ad u(v)=[u, v] is then just the adjoint representation. Of
course, C 0(V ) is then just a Lie algebra in the usual sense and ad | C0(V )
defines both the adjoint representation of C0(V ) on itself and a representa-
tion of C0(V) on C1(V).
Remark 3. Note that ad is a representation of the super Lie algebra
C(V ) by derivations of both the super associative and super Lie algebra
structures on C(V ).
Recall the parity automorphism } and the antiautomorphism : of C(V ).
Let x # V. Since @(x) has degree &1 it follows easily from (10) and the
identity (&1)(k&1)(k&2)2=(&1)k(k&1)2 (&1)k&1, for any k # Z, that
:@(x):=}@(x). (13)
Taking the transpose of (13) one also has
:=(x):==(x)}. (14)
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But now, by (7), the operator of left Clifford multiplication in C(V ) by x
is #(x)==(x)+@(x). For any u #  V let #R(u) # End C(V ) be the operator
of right Clifford multiplication in C(V ) by u.
Lemma 4. Let x # V. Then
#R(x)=(=(x)&@(x))}. (15)
Proof. Let u # C(V ). By definition #R(x)u=ux. But then by (13) and
(14)
#R(x)u=:(x:(u))
=:(=(x)+@(x)) :u
=(=(x)}+}@(x))u
But this implies (15) since clearly }@(x)=&@(x)}. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5. Let x # V. Then
ad x=2@(x) (16)
so that @(x) is an (odd) derivation of both the exterior and the Clifford
algebra structures on C(V ) when C(V ) is regarded as a super associative
algebra with respect to either of these algebra structures.
Proof. Note that
ad x=#(x)&#R(x)}. (17)
The result then follows from (15). Q.E.D.
Let u # 2 V. We can now express the operator {(u) # Lie SO(V ) in terms
of Clifford multiplication.
Proposition 6. Let u # 2 V and x # V. Then {(u)x=[u, x]. That is,
{(u)=(ad u) | V. (18)
Proof. By definition {(u)x=&2@(x)u. But then, by (16), {(u)x=
&[x, u]=[u, x]. Q.E.D.
2.4. The nice property of the adjoint action of 2 V on V given in
Proposition 6 is only a part of its interesting action on all of C(V )= V.
The homogeneous component, in Endk  V, of an operator a on  V will
be denoted by ak .
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Proposition 7. Let u # 2 V. Then ad u derivates (as an even derivation)
both the exterior algebra and the Clifford algebra structures on C(V ).
Also, as a derivation of the exterior (Z-graded ) algebra structure, it is
homogeneous of degree 0. That is, ad u # Der0  V. Furthermore (see (7)),
#(u)==(u)+ 12 ad u&@(u)
(19)
#R(u)==(u)& 12 ad u&@(u).
Proof. Let x, y # V. Then xy=#(x) y and since #(x)==(x)+@(x) one
has
xy=x 7 y+(x, y ). (20)
In particular, if (x, y )=0 then xy=x 7y # 2 V. Assume u=xy where
x, y # V are orthogonal to each other. One then has @(x) =( y )=&=( y) @(x)
by (3). Hence
#(u)=(=(x)+@(x))(=( y )+@( y ))
==(xy )+=(x) @( y )&=( y ) @(x)&@(xy ).
Thus if we write (and clearly, can write) #(u)= j # Z a2j where
a2j # End2 j  V then a2 j=0 unless j # [1, 0, &1] and
a2==(xy)
a0==(x) @( y )&=( y ) @(x) (21)
a&2=&@(xy ).
On the other hand, note that, by (10), for any a # End2k  V, where k # Z,
one has
:a:=(&1)k a. (22)
Write #R(u)= j # Z b2j where b2j # End2 j  V. But since :u=&u note
that #R(u)=&:#(u):. Consequently, by (21) and (22), b2 j=0 unless
j # [1, 0, &1], and one has
a2=b2 , a0=&b0 , a&2=b&2. (23)
But since ad u=#(u)&#R(u) it follows that
ad u=2a0 . (24)
But c # Der0  V for any c # End  V of the form c==(w) @(z) where
w, z # V. Thus ad u # Der0  V by (21). Since, clearly, any u # 2 V is a sum
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of elements of the form xy where x, y # V are orthogonal to each other, this
proves, by linearity, the first conclusion of the proposition. Also, linearity
together with (21), (23), and (24) implies (19). Q.E.D.
For any z # End V there exists a unique operator !(z) # Der0  V which
extends the action of z on V. We refer to !(z) as the exterior algebra
derivation extension of z. Clearly,
!: End V  Der0  V (25)
is a Lie algebra isomorphism. We can prove the following classical result:
Theorem 8. The subspace 2 V is a Lie subalgebra of C0(V). In fact,
2 V=Lie Spin V (26)
so that Spin V is the group generated by all exp u for u # 2 V where
exponentiation is with respect to Clifford multiplication.
Furthermore, the map
{: 2 V  Lie SO(V) (27)
defined as in (12), and given also by (18), is a Lie algebra isomorphism and
is the differential of the double cover T : Spin V  SO(V ). (See (11).)
Finally, if u # 2 V then
ad u=!({(u)), (28)
so that not only is ad u a derivation of both exterior algebra and Clifford
algebra structures on C(V ) (Proposition 7), but also
ad: 2 V  Der0  V (29)
is a faithful representation of the Lie algebra 2 V on  V by exterior
algebra derivations of degree 0.
Proof. Let u # 2 V. Then ad u is an exterior algebra derivation by
Proposition 7. But then (28) follows from (18). This, of course, implies that
k V is stable under ad u for all k. In particular, 2 V is stable under ad u
so that 2 V is a Lie subalgebra of C0(V). But then the linear isomorphism
{ (see (12)) is a Lie algebra isomorphism by (18). Let g=exp u so that g
is an even invertible element. But since :(u)=&u and : is an anti-
automorphism one has g&1=:(g). Furthermore, since V is stabilized by
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ad u it follows that V is stabilized under conjugation by g. Hence
g # Spin V. Hence if L is the Lie subgroup of the group of (Clifford) inver-
tible elements in C0(V ) which corresponds to 2 V, then L/Spin V. By
dimension, and Proposition 1, one clearly has L=Spin V. Since, for any
a # Spin V, T(a)=Ad a | V and {(u)=ad u | V, it follows that { is the
differential of T. Q.E.D.
2.5. Usually in dealing with the spin representation of Spin V (and
hence also its Lie algebra 2 V ) there are two cases to be considered. The
two cases depend upon the parity of n (=dim V ). In this paper we will
introduce definitions so that it is uniform in n and the spin representation
will always be a direct sum of 2 (possibly equivalent) irreducible represen-
tations.
Let Z=0 V+n V so that Z is a two-dimensional subspace of C(V )
and let CZ(V ) be the centralizer of Z in C(V). To clarify the structure of
Z and CZ(V) let [zi ] be a BV-orthonormal basis of V. Let N=[1, ..., n]
and let I be the set (of cardinality 2n) of all subsets I/N. We regard any
such set I as ordered so that if |I |=k we can write
I=[i1 , ..., ik], (30)
where ip<iq if p<q. Given I # I and using the notation of (30) let
zI=zi1 } } } zik . It is immediate from (5) that the Clifford product defining zI
is also the exterior product so that
zI=zi 1 7 } } } 7 zi k . (31)
Recalling (1), this immediately implies
Lemma 9. The set of elements [zI], where |I |=k, is a BV -orthonormal
basis of k V so that the set [zI], I # I, |I | is even (resp. odd ) is a
BV -orthonormal basis of C0(V) (resp. C 1(V )) and the full set [zI ], I # I, is
a BV -orthonormal basis of C(V ).
For I, J # I let IhJ # I be the symmetric difference (II & J ) _ (JI & J ).
It is then immediate that
zIzJ=cI, J zIhJ where cI, J # [1, &1]. (32)
On the other hand, one notes that zI is Clifford invertible in C(V ) and
(zI )&1=:(zI )=(&1) |I |( |I |&1)2 zI (33)
Of course,
n V=CzN . (34)
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It is clear then from (32) that we can fix (uniquely up to sign) an element
+ # n V such that +2=1. Hence if we put e+= 12 (1++) and e&=
1
2 (1&+)
then [e+ , e&]/Z are orthogonal (in the sense of ring theory) idem-
potents and 1=e++e&. In particular, Z is a subalgebra of C(V ) and is
isomorphic to CC. One notes that [1, e+ , e&] is the full set of idem-
potents in Z. Also, Z/CZ(V) since Z is commutative. In fact, since the
sign in (32) is readily computed if |I |=1 and J=N one easily has that
x+=(&1)n+1 +x (35)
for any x # V. It follows then that C0(V )/C Z(V ) and that in fact
CZ(V )=ZC0(V ). (36)
Indeed, to see that CZ (V )/ZC 0(V) note that if n is even then Z/C 0(V )
and (35) implies that
CZ(V )=C 0(Z) if n is even. (37)
If n is odd then (35) implies that Z/Cent C(V ) and hence
CZ(V )=C(V) if n is odd. (38)
But Lemma 9 and (32) imply that ZC 0(V )=C(V ). This establishes (36).
Let C Z+(V )=e+ C
Z(V ) and C Z&(V )=e& C
Z(V ). Let n1=[(n+1)2].
Recall (37) and (38). The following result is classical. See e.g. II.2.4 and
II.2.6 in [4].
Proposition 10. C Z+(V ) and C
Z
&(V ) are each isomorphic to a
2n 1&1_2n 1&1 matrix algebra so that CZ(V ) is a semisimple associative
algebra of dimension 22n1&1 and the unique decomposition of CZ(V ) into
simple ideals is given by
CZ(V )=C Z+(V )C
Z
&(V ). (39)
In particular,
Z=Cent CZ(V ) (40)
and e+ and e& are , respectively, the identity elements of C Z+(V ) and
CZ&(V ).
By Proposition 10 there exists a CZ(V)-module S (the spin module) of
dimension 2n 1, defined by a representation
_: CZ(V )  End S (41)
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characterized uniquely, up to equivalence, by the condition that if S+=
e+ S and S&=e&S then
S=S+S& (42)
is the unique decomposition of S into irreducible CZ(V )-modules. Let
_+ : CZ(V )  End S+ and _& : CZ(V )  End S& be the corresponding
irreducible representations. One of course notes that S+ (resp. S&) affords
the unique (up to equivalence) irreducible module for the matrix algebra
CZ+(V ) (resp. C
Z
&(V )).
Recall Spin V/C 0(V)/CZ(V ). The restriction of _ to Spin V will be
denoted by Spin so that Spin is a representation of Spin V on S. Its dif-
ferential, also denoted by Spin, is the restriction of _ to 2 V. Thus one has
a Lie algebra representation
Spin: 2 V  End S. (43)
Replacing _ by _\ and S by S\ , one similarly has representations Spin\
of Spin V and 2 V on S\. Since 2 V clearly generates C 0(V ) by (32)
it follows immediately from (36) that both Spin\ are irreducible repre-
sentations.
2.6. As is well known, one can construct S using minimal left
ideals in C(V ). We will be more explicit about this. Let W=/V be the
orthogonal subspace to W, with respect to BV | V, for any subspace W/V.
Recall that + has been chosen so that + spans n V and +2=1.
Proposition 11. Let W/V be any subspace. Let d=dim W so that one
has n&d=dim W=. Let 0{+W # d W so that +W spans d W. Then if we
put +W==+W+ one has
0{+W= # n&d W=. (44)
Furthermore,
+W==(&1)d(d&1) @(+W)+. (45)
In addition, multiplying on the right side,
++W=(&1)(n+1)d +W= . (46)
Proof. Using the notation of (32) let I c denote the complement of I in
N for any subset I/N. But then, by (32), one has
zI+=czIc , for some c # C* (47)
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since + is a multiple of zN . A similar statement also holds for +zI . This
implies that, for any 0dn,
d V+=+ d V
=n&d V (48)
But since any subspace has a basis of mutually orthogonal vectors we may
write +W=x1 } } } xd , where [xi] is a basis of W such that (xi , xj )=0 for
i{j. Since clearly @(u 7 v)=@(v) @(u), for any u, v # C(V), note that (5)
implies that
+W +&(&1)d(d&1) @(+W)+ # :
n
k=n&d+1
k V.
But then
+W +=(&1)d(d&1) @(+W)+ (49)
by (48).
Let Y/V be a d-dimensional subspace which is nonsingularly paired to
W with respect to BV so that V=YW=. Let 0{+$Y # d Y and
0{+$W= # n&d W= so that there exists c$ # C* such that +=c$+$Y 7 +$W= .
But then obviously (&1)d(d&1) @(+W)+=c"+$W= , for some c" # C*. But then
(44) and (45) follow from (49), noting that +W==c"+$W= .
But now if n is odd then +W +=++W since + is Clifford central in C(V )
in that case. If n is even then +W+=++W or +W +=&++W according to
whether d is even or odd. This establishes (46). Q.E.D.
Let n0=[n2] so that one has
n=n0+n1 . (50)
Remark 12. Note that if n is even then n1=n0= 12 n, whereas if n is odd
then n1=n0+1 so that n1= 12 (n+1) and n0=
1
2 (n&1).
Let Q/V be any maximal isotropic subspace with respect to BV . Then,
as one knows, dim Q=n0 so that of course n0 Q is one-dimensional. Let
L(Q) be the left ideal in C(V ) generated by n 0 Q. Also let L+(Q)=
e+ L(Q) and L&(Q)=e&L(Q) so that with respect to left multiplication,
L(Q) is a C(V )-module and hence, in particular, a CZ(V )-module. In addi-
tion L+(Q) and L&(Q) are CZ(V)-submodules. In more detail, let R/V
be a maximally isotropic subspace which is nonsingularly paired to Q with
respect to BV . Then dim(R+Q)=2n0 and BV | (R+Q) is nonsingular. Let
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F be the BV-orthocomplement of P+Q in V so that dim F=n1&n0 and
hence F is, at most, one-dimensional. Put Re=R+F. Then dim Re=n1
and
V=R=Q. (51)
Let 0{+Q # n 0 Q.
Lemma 13. The map
 R=  L(Q), v [ v+Q (52)
is a linear isomorphism so that dim L(Q)=2n 1. Also,
L(Q)=L+(Q)L&(Q) (53)
and
dim L+(Q)=dim L&(Q)=2n 1&1. (54)
In fact, L+(Q) (resp. L&(Q)) is a simple C Z+(V ) (resp. C
Z
&(V )) module.
Proof. It is obvious from (8) and (51) that the map
 Re  Q   V, vu [ vu (55)
is a linear isomorphism. Hence (52) is injective. But since Q is isotropic one
has that  Q+Q=C+Q . Hence (52) is surjective by (55).
Now (53) follows since e\ are central orthogonal idempotents in CZ(V )
whose sum is 1. Since C Z+(V) and C
Z
&(V ) are both 2
n1&1_2n1&1 matrix
algebras to prove (54), and then also to prove the statement which follows
it, it suffices, by dimension, to prove that both L+(Q) and L&(Q) are
not 0. Let Qe=F+Q so that dim Qe=n1 . Also it is clear that Qe=Q=.
Hence, by (44), there exists 0{+Qe # 
n1 Qe such that
++Q=+Qe . (56)
Now if n is odd then Qe{Q and hence +Q and +e(Q) are linearly inde-
pendent. Thus e++Q and e&+Q are both nonzero and hence one has (54).
Next assume that n is even. Then Qe=Q. Consequently ++Q=c+Q where
(since +2=1) c # [1, &1]. Now let v # k Re . Then clearly +v=(&1)k v+.
Hence
+v+Q=(&1)k cv+Q . (57)
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But then
e+ v+Q= 12 (1+(&1)
k c) v+Q
(58)
e& v+Q= 12 (1&(&1)
k c) v+Q .
Consequently, setwise (i.e., not ordered)
[L+(Q), L&(Q)]=[even Re +Q , odd Re+Q]. (59)
In particular this proves (54). Q.E.D.
Recalling the characterization, up to equivalence, of the CZ(V ) module
S (see Proposition 10, (41), and (42)) the following is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 13.
Proposition 14. Let Q/V be any maximally isotropic subspace with
respect to BV . Then (recalling the notation of Lemma 13), as a CZ(V )-
module with respect to left multiplication, the left ideal L(Q) is equivalent to
the spin module S and the equivalence defines isomorphisms
L+(Q)&S+ , L&(Q)&S&. (60)
In particular, left multiplication of L(Q) by 2 V is equivalent to the spin
representation Spin.
Remark 15. Note that as a consequence of Lemma 13 and Proposition
14, _, defined on CZ(V ), in fact extends to a representation
_: C(V )  End S. (61)
Indeed, L(Q) is a left ideal of C(V ) so that the extension follows from
Proposition 14. Of course, if n is odd then C(V )=CZ(V ) so the extension
involves nothing new. If n is even then L(Q), by dimension, is a minimal
left ideal of the simple algebra C(V). Hence in this case the extension (61)
is an isomorphism.
2.7. The following result (Theorem 16) expresses Clifford multi-
plication in C(V ) in terms of exterior multiplication. It will play an impor-
tant role in the proof of Theorem 35our Clifford algebra analogue of
the HopfKoszulSamelson theorem. For any w #  V=C(V ) let =r(w) #
End  V be the operator of right exterior multiplication by w. Recall (10).
Since u 7 w=:(:(w) 7 :(v)), for any u #  V, note that =r(w)=:=(:(w)):.
Let @r(w)==r(w)t so that
@r(w)=: @(:(w)):. (62)
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Now using the notation of (31) note that if K/J/N then, in computing
zK zJ , using (5), all the exterior terms vanish so that
zK zJ=@(:(zK)) zJ . (63)
Assume also that K/I/N. By (10) :(zI ) is just a scalar multiple of zI .
Hence by (62) and (63) (where I=J ) the fact that : is also an
antiautomorphism of the Clifford structure implies
zI:(zK )=:(zK :(zI ))
=:(@(:(zK)) :(zI ))
=@r(zK )zI . (64)
Theorem 16. Let u, v # C(V ) and let ai , i=1, ..., 2n, be any basis of
C(V ) and let bj , j=1, ..., 2n, be the BV dual basis. Then
uv=:
i
@r(ai )u 7 @(:(bi ))v. (65)
Proof. For a, b, u, v # C(V) the map (a, b, u, v) [ @r(a)u 7 @(:(b))v is
clearly quadrilinear. Thus, for one thing, the right side of (65) is indepen-
dent of the basis ai . We can therefore, recalling Lemma 9, choose the basis
[ai] to be the elements [zK], K # I, using the notation of (31). But by
Lemma 9, this basis is orthonormal. Next, by linearity, it suffices to choose
u=zI and v=zJ for I, J # I. Thus we must show
zIzJ= :
K # I
@r(zK ) zI 7 @(:(zK )) zJ . (66)
But since :(zK) is a multiple of zK and :(zI ) is a multiple of zI it is obvious
from (62) that @r(zK ) zI 7 @(:(zK ))zJ=0 unless K/I & J. But in such a case
it follows that @(:(zK ))zJ is a multiple of zJ&K and, by (62), @r(zK )zI is a
multiple of zI&K . But then @r(zK ) zI 7 @(:(zK ))zJ=0 unless one has
K=I & J exactly. But in such a case this wedge product is the same as the
Clifford product. Thus at most only one term survives on the right side of
(66) and we are reduced to showing that for K=I & J,
zIzJ=@r(zK ) zI @(:(zK ))zJ . (67)
But @r(zK )zI=zI:(zK) by (64) and @(:(zK ))zJ=zK zJ by (63). But indeed
zIzJ=zI:(zK ) zK zJ since clearly (zK )&1=:(zK ). Q.E.D.
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3. THE SPIN, Spin &, OF A REPRESENTATION & AND THE
DECOMPOSITION C(V )=EJ WHEN Spin & IS PRIMARY
3.1. Let G be a reductive complex algebraic group and let g=Lie G.
Assume that & is an algebraic representation of G on V by orthogonal trans-
formations with respect to BV . Its differential, also denoted by &, is then a
Lie algebra homomorphism
&: g  Lie SO(V ).
For any x # g let %(x)=!(&(x)) (see (25)) so that the representation
%: g  Der0  V, (68)
by exterior algebra derivations of degree 0, defines the structure of a
g-module on C(V)= V. The space J=( V )g of g-invariants is then,
with respect to exterior multiplication, a graded subalgebra of  V.
But now, by (27), there uniquely exists a Lie algebra homomorphism
$: g  2 V (69)
such that { b $=&. But then if U(g) is the universal enveloping algebra of
g the map $ extends to a homomorphism
$: U(g)  C0(V ). (70)
Let E be the image of (70) so that E is the subalgebra of C 0(V) generated
by $(g). On the other hand, for any x # g and w # C(V ), one has
%(x)w=[$(x), w] (71)
by (28). The following then recognizes that J has a second algebraic struc-
ture. Besides its exterior algebra structure it is also a subalgebra of C(V ).
Proposition 17. The space J of g invariants is the centralizer of E in
C(V ). In particular, it is a subalgebra of C(V ).
Proof. This is immediate from (71). That is, w # J if and only if w com-
mutes with $(x) for all x # g. Q.E.D.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 17 note that the center of
E can be given by
Cent E=E & J. (72)
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Now let
Spin &: g  End S
be the composite representation Spin &=Spin b $. We will, on occasion,
refer to Spin & as the representation of g obtained by ‘‘spinning’’ &. Of
course, Spin & extends to a representation
Spin &: U(g)  End S. (73)
It is obvious that _(E ) is the image of (73).
By reductivity Spin & is a completely reducible representation of U(g).
This is implicitly used in the proof of
Proposition 18. Using the notation of (61), _(J ) is the centralizer of
_(E ) in _(C(V )). Furthermore, if n is even, _(J ) is the centralizer of _(E )
in End S. If n is odd, so that CZ(V )=C(V ) (and hence _\ is defined on
C(V )), then _+(J ) is the centralizer of _+(E ) in End S+ and _&(J ) is the
centralizer of _&(E ) in End S& .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Remark 15, Proposition
17, and the fact _\(CZ(V ))=End S\ . Q.E.D.
3.2. Assume that ?: g  End W is a finite dimensional completely
reducible representation. Also let ?: U(g)  End W be its extension to the
enveloping algebra U(g). One says that ? is primary if there exists an
irreducible representation ?* : g  End V* of g such that every irreducible
component of ? is equivalent to ?* . More specifically, in such a case, we
will say that ? is primary of type ?* . Assume ? is primary of type ?* . If
Eo=?(U(g)) it is immediate that as algebras
Eo&End V* . (74)
Furthermore, if d is the multiplicity of ?* in ? and Jo is the centralizer of
Eo in End W then, as algebras, one has isomorphisms
Jo &End Cd (75)
and
EoJo &End W, ab [ ab. (76)
Remark 19. There is a further conclusion we can draw from our
assumption above that ? is primary of type ?* . Let V** be the irreducible
g-module which is dual to V* . Consider End W as a g-module with respect
to the adjoint action of ?(x) on End W for x # g. Obviously under the
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adjoint action End V*&V* V** as g-modules. Then since dim End Cd=d 2
it follows immediately from (76) that as a g-module
End W&d 2V* V**. (77)
We apply these considerations to the case where ?=Spin & after making a
very strong assumption about &. It will later be seen that this assumption
is satisfied if & is the adjoint representation.
Proposition 20. Assume that Spin & is primary of type ?* for some
irreducible representation ?* : g  End V* . Then one has an isomorphism
EJ&C(V ) (78)
of algebras. In more detail, there exist nonnegative integers ro , lo so that
dim V*=2ro and dim J=2 lo . In addition there exists an isomorphism
’: End V*  E of algebras so that E is a simple algebra and dim E=22ro . In
particular, (78) implies that
End V*J  C(V), Ab [ ’(A)b (79)
is an isomorphism of algebras. Moreover, J is isomorphic to a matrix algebra
if n is even and J is isomorphic to a sum of 2 matrix algebras if n is odd.
Finally, with respect to the representation % of g on  V then, as g-modules,
 V&2 l o V*V**. (80)
Proof. Apply (74), (75), and (76) for the case where ?=Spin &. By (73)
one has that _(E )=Eo and as algebras Eo &End V* . But recalling
Proposition 10, Lemma 13, and Proposition 14,
_: CZ(V)  End S+End S& (81)
is an isomorphism. Since E/CZ(V ) it follows that _: E  Eo is an
isomorphism. Thus there exists an algebra isomorphism
’: End V*  E. (82)
Recall the extension (61). If n is even then, by Proposition 18, _(J )=Jo
and, by Remark 15, (61) is an isomorphism. Thus (78) is an isomorphism
by (76). Also J is simple by (75). Now assume n is odd. Then C(V )=
CZ(V ) and Z is central in C(V ). But clearly Z/J so that e+ , e& # J. Let
J+=e+ J and J&=e&J so that J+ , J& are two ideals in J and as algebras
J=J+J&. (83)
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But now if Spin+ & is the subrepresentation of Spin & defined by S+ it is
certainly primary of type ?* and we apply (74), (75), and (76) where
?=Spin+ &. But then in this case clearly Eo=_+(E ) and Jo=_+(J ) by
Proposition 18. Let E+=e+E. Obviously _+(E+)=_+(E) and _+(J+)=
_+(J ). But E+ , J+/C Z+ and _+: C
Z
+  End S+ is an isomorphism. Thus
one has an isomorphism
E+ J+&C Z+ (84)
by (76). Also, J+ is a simple algebra by (75). On the other hand, the map
E  E+ where u [ ue+ is an isomorphism of algebras since (see (82)) we
have already established that E is simple and e+ is a central idempotent.
But in addition, if b # J+ then clearly ub=ue+b. Thus (84) implies that the
map
EJ+  C Z+ , ab [ ab (85)
is an isomorphism of algebras. Obviously the same statement is true if &
replaces +. But then, by addition and (83), this establishes (78) also for
the case when n is odd (recalling (38) and (39)). One has (79) using (82).
But now since dim C(V)=2n it follows from (79) that
(dim End V*)(dim J )=2n. (86)
Thus 2 is the only prime factor for the terms on the left side of (86). This
clearly implies the existence of ro and lo satisfying the stated conditions of
the proposition.
Clearly E is stable under ad $(x) for any x # g. But putting ?=Spin &
note that the isomorphism _: E  Eo is an isomorphism of g-modules with
respect to the adjoint action. The result (80) then follows from (71), (78),
and Remark 19. Q.E.D.
4. THE ANALOGUE, J=C(P), UNDER CLIFFORD
MULTIPLICATION, OF THE HOPFKOSZULSAMELSON
THEOREM, J= P, UNDER EXTERIOR MULTIPLICATION
4.1. We will use the notation and the results of Section 1 for the
case where V=g and g is a complex semisimple Lie algebra. Since g=V
one has dim g=n>0. The bilinear form Bg on  g, defined as in Section
1.1, depends upon Bg | g and Bg | g will be chosen to be the Killing form.
If g* is the dual space to g and ( g)* is the dual space to  g, then (see
Section 2.2 in [13])  g*=( g)* will be identified with  g using Bg .
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The exterior algebra g has an additional structure which relates to the
homology H
*
(g)=H
*
(g, C) and cohomology H*(g)=H*(g, C) of g and
we will recall relevant details. The main reference is [13]. There will be
some differences of notation from [13] since among other things here
g=g*. To avoid confusion between the bracket structure [u, v] in C(g)=
 g and the Lie bracket in g we will write [x, y]g # g for the Lie bracket
of x, y # g. The representation & (see Section 3.1) of g on itself will be the
adjoint representation and will be denoted by adg (to avoid confusion with
ad: C(g)  Der C(g)). Thus
adg : g  Lie SO(g). (87)
Now there exists a unique derivation d # Der1  g such that if =&d t (so
that  maps 2 g to g) then
(x 7 y )=[x, y]g (88)
for x, y # g. Furthermore, one has d2=0 (a consequence of the Jacobi
identity) and the derived algebra is the Lie algebra cohomology H*(g).
But d2=0 implies that 2=0 and the derived linear space of  is the Lie
algebra homology H
*
(g). Let [xi], i=1, ..., n, be any basis of g and let
[ yj ] be the Bg dual basis. Then (using the notation of (68)) explicitly one
has
d= 12 :
n
i=1
=(xi ) %( yi ) (89)
and noting that %(x) is skew-symmetric
= 12 :
n
i=1
%( yi ) @(xi ). (90)
See Section 3 in [13] for a proof of the statements above. (Koszul writes
$ where we have written d.)
4.2. Now it obvious from (89) that the space J=( g)g of %(g)-
invariants is a space of cocycles and the corresponding map ,*: J  H*(g)
is a homomorphism with respect to the exterior algebra structure on J. On
the other hand, since g is reductive, the map ,* is a graded algebra
isomorphism by Theorem 9.2 in [13]. But again since g is reductive then,
by Theorem 9.3, in [13] there is (1) an algebra structure (Pontrjagin
product) in H
*
(g), (2) the space J is a space of cycles giving rise to a linear
map ,
*
: J  H
*
(g), and (3) ,
*
is a graded algebra isomorphism with
respect to the exterior algebra structure on J. One thus has a diagram
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J
,
*
,* (91)
H
*
(g) H*(g)
where, with respect to the exterior algebra structure on J, ,
*
and ,* are
algebra isomorphisms. On the other hand, as Lie algebra homology and
cohomology spaces, H
*
(g) and H*(g) are in nonsingular duality so that
any linear isomorphism ,: H
*
(g)  H*(g) induces nonsingular bilinear
forms on both H
*
(g) and H*(g).
Proposition 21. There exists a unique map ,: H
*
(g)  H*(g) (not to be
confused with Poincare duality ) such that the diagram (91) is commutative.
Moreover, , is an isomorphism of graded algebras. Furthermore, Bg | J is
nonsingular and the maps ,
*
and ,* are orthogonal isomorphisms with
respect to the bilinear forms on H
*
(g) and H*(g) induced by ,.
Proof. The first two statements about , are obvious consequences of
the fact that ,
*
and ,* are graded algebra isomorphisms. Next, the non-
singular bilinear form Bg is g-invariant with respect to the representation
%. However, % is completely reducible and J is the primary component
corresponding to the trivial representation of g. Thus Bg | J is nonsingular.
The last statement then follows from the fact that =&d t and the pairing
between H
*
(g) and H*(g) can be expressed using representative cycles and
cocycles (e.g. in J ). Q.E.D.
Statements of Proposition 21 are brought into sharper focus by a Hodge
decomposition. For any x # g one has the super commutator relation in
Der  g,
d@(x)+@(x)d=%(x) (92)
(see e.g. 3.7 in [13]). Since d2=0 this implies
d%(x)=%(x)d. (93)
If [zi ] is a Bg-orthonormal basis of g then, in (90), one can put xi=yi=zi .
Consequently by (90), (92), and (93) the Laplacian 4=d+d can be
written
4=d+d
= 12 :
n
i=1
%(zi )(d@(zi )+@(zi )d )
= 12 :
n
i=1
%(zi )2. (94)
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Proposition 22. One has
J=Ker 4. (95)
Also,
J=Ker d & Ker . (96)
Furthermore, Bg |Im  and Bg | Im d are nonsingular bilinear forms and
(‘‘Hodge decomposition’’)
 g=Im Im dJ (97)
is a Bg-orthogonal decomposition.
Proof. In [9] we introduced a positive definite Hermitian inner
product H on  g using a compact form k of g. If we choose the zi so that
zi # i k then by (3.9.7) in [9] the operators %(zi )2 are positive semidefinite.
But then (95) follows from (94). One may also argue that (94) implies that
4 is one-half the Casimir operator for the representation %. But as one
knows the Casimir operator vanishes only on the primary component
corresponding to the trivial representation. The operators written here as
d and  are written respectively as c and # in [9] (see Section 3.8). But then
 is the Hermitian adjoint of d with respect to H by (3.9.2) in [9]. But this
implies (96). It also implies the direct sum decomposition (97). See (2.1.3)
in [9]. On the other hand, since d=&t it follows that the three com-
ponents on the right side of (97) are Bg mutually orthogonal. Since Bg is
nonsingular this implies that the restriction of Bg to the three components
must be nonsingular. Q.E.D.
4.3. If A is any Z+-graded algebra the sum of the homogeneous
subspaces of positive degree is an ideal, called the augmentation ideal, and
will be denoted here by A+. Recall that J, under exterior multiplication, is
a graded algebra. Let P be the Bg orthocomplement of J+ 7J+ in J+.
Since J+ 7J+ is obviously graded it follows that P/J is a graded sub-
space. On the other hand, given the pairing between H
*
(g) and H*(g) let
P
*
(g)/H
*
(g) be the orthocomplement of the (H*(g)+)2 in H
*
(g)+.
Elements in P
*
(g) are referred to as primitive homology classes in [13].
Obviously
,
*
: P  P
*
(g) (98)
is an isomorphism by Proposition 21. We will refer to elements of P as
primitive invariants and to P itself as the space of primitive invariants. The
following is a celebrated result. Let l=rank g.
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Theorem 23 (HopfKoszulSamelson). One has dim P=l. Moreover,
P/odd g so that, with respect to exterior multiplication, primitive elements
anticommute. In particular, the injection map P  P extends to a homo-
morphism
‘:  P  J. (99)
Furthermore, ‘ is an isomorphism of algebras with respect to the structure on
J as a subalgebra of the exterior algebra  g.
Remark 24. Except for the first statement, Theorem 23 is given as
Theorem 10.2 in [13]. A purely algebraic proof that dim P=l follows from
Chevalley’s theorem on the structure of the ring JS=S(g)g and H. Cartan’s
results in [2] giving H*(g) as TorJS (C, C).
By Theorem 10.1 in [13] there exist integers (generally referred to as the
exponents of g) 1m1 } } } ml and a basis pi # J2m i+1, i=1, ..., l, of P.
Let L=[1, ..., l] and let L be the 2l-element set of all subsets M/L. For
M # L let
pM=pi1 7 } } } 7 pik (100)
where M=[i1 , ..., ik] and i1< } } } <ik . As a consequence of Theorem 23
one has
Corollary 25. The elements [ pM], M # L, are a basis of J. In par-
ticular,
dim J=2l (101)
and the Poincare polynomial p(t, J ) of J is given by
p(t, J )= ‘
l
i=1
(1+t2mi+1). (102)
One can also completely describe the bilinear form Bg | J.
Theorem 26 (Koszul). The restriction BP=Bg | P is nonsingular. Let
BP also denote the (nonsingular) extension of BP to  P defined as in Sec-
tion 1 where V=P and BV=BP . Then the algebra isomorphism ‘ (see (99))
is an isometry with respect to BP and Bg | J. In particular, if M, K # L then
( pM , pK )=0 if card M{card K. On the other hand, if K=[ j1 , ..., jk], in
increasing order, and M is given as in (100) then
( pM , pK )=det( pir , pj s ) (103)
where ( pir , pjs ) is a k_k matrix with indices r, s.
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Proof. Let P*(g) be the dual space to P
*
(g) so that we can regard (as
with the usual exterior algebra duality)  P*(g) as the dual space to
 P
*
(g). Then, by Theorem 10.2 in [13] and the paragraph which follows,
we can identify as algebras  P
*
(g) with H
*
(g) and  P*(g) with H*(g)
so that the duality between H
*
(g) and H*(g) is the exterior algebra dual
of  P
*
(g) and  P*(g). In particular, P*(g) is the orthocomplement, in
H*(g)+, of (H
*
(g)+)2. But then not only does one have ,
*
(P)=P
*
(g)
(see (97)) but also ,*(P)=P*(g) by Proposition 21. But since P
*
(g) and
P*(g) are nonsingularly paired it follows from Proposition 21 that
BP | P=Bg | P is nonsingular. It also follows, recalling Proposition 21, that
for the algebra isomorphism ,:  P
*
(g)   P*(g) one must have
,(P
*
(g))=P*(g) (104)
and hence the nonsingular symmetric bilinear form BP, g on  P*(g)
induced by , is the extension to  P
*
(g), as defined in Section 1, by its
restriction to P
*
(g). But then the algebra isomorphism :  P   P
*
(g)
extending (98) is an isometry with respect to BP and BP, g . However,
=,
*
b ‘. But ,
*
is an isometry by Proposition 21. Hence ‘ is an isometry.
Q.E.D.
If x # g and u #  g it is immediate that
[%(x), @(u)]=@(%(x)u). (105)
Remark 27. It is obvious from (105) that if u # J then J is stable under
@(u). If p # P then since p  g one cannot expect that @( p)==( p)t is a deriva-
tion of  g. It is therefore a striking (so it seems to us) immediate (from
exterior algebra calculus) consequence of Theorem 26 that the restriction of
@( p) to J is indeed an odd derivation of J.
4.4. We now turn our attention to the Clifford algebra structure of
J. To begin with we first note that the Lie algebra homomorphism
$: g  2 g for the present casewhere &=adg (see (63))is very nicely
expressible in terms of the exterior derivative d.
Proposition 28. For any x # g one has
$(x)= 12 dx. (106)
Thus d is almost a Lie algebra homomorphism. More precisely, for any
x, y # g,
1
2 d[x, y]g=
1
4 [dx, dy]. (107)
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Proof. For x, y # g one has [$(x), y]=[x, y]g . But then, by (12) and
(18), for u=$(x), it follows that $(x) # 2 V is characterized by the condi-
tion that
&2@( y ) $(x)=[x, y]g
for any y # g. Obviously, d@( y )x=0. But then &2@( y ) 12 dx=&%( y )x by
(92). But obviously &%( y )x=[x, y]g . Hence $(x)= 12 dx. Q.E.D.
Recall that E/C(g) is the image of the homomorphism
$: U(g)  C0(V ), (108)
where (108) is the extension of the Lie algebra homomorphism
1
2d : g  
2 g. Proposition 16 in the present case, as a consequence of
Proposition 28, becomes
Proposition 29. E is that subalgebra of the Clifford algebra C(g) which
is generated by dx for all x # g. J is the centralizer of E in C(g) so that we
can also write
J=[w # C(g) | [dx, w]=0, \x # g]. (109)
4.5. Let [ai] be a basis J, [a$j ] a basis of Im d, and [a"k] a basis
of Im , so that by (97) the full set [ai ], [a$j], [a"k] is a basis of
C(g)= g. By Proposition 22 the dual basis is a union of 3 sets [bi ], [b$j ],
[b"k] where [bi] is the dual basis to [ai] in J, [b$j] is the dual basis to [a$j]
in Im d, and [b"k] is the dual basis to [ak"] in Im .
Let u, v # J so that uv # J. By Theorem 16 we can write
uv=w+w$+w" (110)
where
w=:
i
@r(ai ) u 7 @(:(bi ))v
w$=:
j
@r(a$j ) u 7 @(:(b$j ))v (111)
w"=:
k
@r(a"k)u 7 @(:(b"k))v.
The first step in the determination of the Clifford structure of J will be to
prove
Theorem 30. One has w$+w"=0 so that
uv=w. (112)
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In order to prove Theorem 30 we will need some preliminary results.
Since three subspaces J, Im d, and Im  are clearly graded, it is obvious
from (10) that the three subspaces are stable under :. Recalling (62), this
proves
Lemma 31. Retain the notation of (110) and (111). Let uo=:(u) # J.
Then the element w is a sum of elements of the form
v=:(@(a) uo) 7 (@(b))v, (113)
where a, b # J. The element w$ is a sum of elements of the form
v$=:(@(a$)uo) 7 (@(b$))v, (114)
where a$, b$ # Im d. The element w" is a sum of elements of the form
v"=:(@(a")uo) 7 (@(b"))v (115)
where a", b" # Im .
By Remark 26 it is immediate that w # J. Since uv # J, in order to prove
Theorem 30 it suffices by the Hodge decomposition, (97), to prove that
w$+w" # Im +Im d. (116)
The key to proving (116) is Lemma 4.1 and some of its consequences, espe-
cially (4.7) in [13]. As Koszul points out, (4.7) plays an essential role in
his thesis. Our use of this result is formulated in
Lemma 32 (Koszul). Let r # Im  and s # Ker . Then
r 7 s # Im +Im d. (117)
Proof of Lemma 32. By Proposition 22 the BV orthocomplement of J
in  g is Im +Im d. Let p, q #  g. Then if we choose a=b in (4.7) of
[13] the statement (4.7) asserts that
(( p 7 q)&}( p) 7 q+(p) 7 q) # Im +Im d,
where } is defined in Section 1. But obviously ( p 7 q) # Im +Im d so
that Koszul’s statement in our case (where a=b=g) can be simplified to
(&}( p) 7 q+(p) 7 q) # Im +Im d. (118)
But now if q # Ker  then (118) becomes ((p) 7 q) # Im +Im d. But this
of course implies the statement of Lemma 32. Q.E.D.
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Proposition 33. Let q # J. Then
@(r)q # Im d if r # Im 
(119)
@(r)q # Im  if r # Im d.
Proof. Let r # Im . Since Ker  is the Bg orthocomplement of Im d, to
prove the first statement of (119) it suffices to show that if s # Ker  then
(@(r)q, s)=0. But (@(r)q, s)=(q, r 7 s) and (q, r 7 s)=0 by (117) and
Proposition 22. Next assume that r # Im d. Since Ker d is the Bg orthocom-
plement of Im , to prove the second statement of (119) it suffices to prove
that if s # Ker d then (@(r)q, s)=0. But (@(r)q, s)=(q, r 7 s) and we can
write r=dp for some p #  g. But then
r 7 s=(dp) 7 s
=d( p 7 s).
Hence r 7 s # Im d so that (q, r 7 s)=0 by Proposition 22. Q.E.D.
Remark 34. Note that our proof of the second (trivial part) statement
of (119) is simply recognition of the immediate fact that Im d is an exterior
subalgebra of  g.
Proof of Theorem 30. As noted above it suffices to prove (116). Let the
notation be as in Lemma 31. Since a", b" # Im  it follows from the first
part of (119) that both @(a")uo and @(b")v are in Im d. But, since Im d is
stable under :, one has :(@(a")uo) # Im d. But then
w" # Im d (120)
by Lemma 31 and Remark 34. On the other hand, @(a$)uo and @(b$)v are
both in Im  by the second part of (119). But since Im  is stable under :
one has :(@(a$)uo) # Im . But then
w$ # Im +Im d (121)
by Lemma 31 and Koszul’s result (117). This proves (116). Q.E.D.
4.6. We will begin the proof of one of our main results, namely,
that J, as a subalgebra of C(g), is a Clifford algebra over P. However, it
is not a Clifford algebra with respect to BP | P. The nonsingular bilinear
form (see Theorem 26) BP | P must be modified mainly because : | P is not
the identity map. By (10) note that
:=(&1)m on P2m+1. (122)
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In particular, :=&1 on the very important subspace P3=J 3. Now let 0
be the automorphism of the exterior algebra  P such that 0=: on P.
One notes that 02 is the identity on  P and that 0 is both symmetric and
orthogonal with respect to BP , using the notation of Theorem 26. Recall
(see (98)) that with respect to the exterior algebra structure on J the map
‘:  P  J is an algebra isomorphism, by Theorem 23, the HopfKoszul
Samelson theorem. Let :$ # End  P be the antiautomorphism of  P
defined by putting
:$=‘&1 b : b ‘. (123)
But then if :o=:$0 it is clear that :o on  P plays the role of : on  g.
Namely, :o is the unique antiautomorphism of  P which equals the iden-
tity on P.
Let (r, s)$ denote the value of BP on any r, s #  P. On the other hand,
by Theorem 26 one has
(r, s)$=(‘r, ‘s) (124)
for any r, s #  P. Let BP, : be the symmetric nonsingular bilinear form on
 P defined so that
(r, s)o=(0r, s)$ (125)
for any r, s #  P where (r, s)o denotes the value of BP, : on the pair r, s. It
is immediate that BP, : is the natural extension to  P of its restriction to
P, using the terminology of Section 1. Let C(P) be the Clifford algebra
over P with respect to BP, : . Then, applying the terminology of Section 1
to the case where P=V and BP, :=BV , we identify C(P) with  P and
now recognize that C(P)= P has two multiplication structures. To avoid
confusion with the Clifford product in C(g) we will write r } s to be the
Clifford product of r, s # C(P). Our Clifford algebra analogue of the
HopfKoszulSamelson theorem is
Theorem 35. The linear isomorphism ‘ given in (96) is an isomorphism
‘: C(P)  J (126)
of algebras. In (126) the space J of g-invariants is regarded as a subalgebra
of the Clifford algebra C(g) and C(P) is the Clifford algebra over the space
P/J of primitive g-invariants, with respect to the bilinear form ( p, q)o on P
defined so that
( p, q)o=(:( p), q). (127)
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In particular, under Clifford multiplication in C(g), the primitive invariants
‘‘behave’’ like elements of degree 1. That is for any p, q # P one has
pq+qp=2(:( p), q) (128)
recalling that : on P is given by (122).
Proof. For any a # J we will write :$=‘&1(a) #  P. Let u, v # J. We use
the notation of Theorem 30 so that, by Theorem 30, we have to prove that
‘(u$ } v$)=w. (129)
Now, for any # # End  P, let #t # End  P be its transpose with respect to
BP and let #s # End  P be its transpose with respect to BP, : . Since
0=0&1 one readily has
#s=0#t0
(130)
#t=0#s0.
To avoid confusion with exterior multiplication in  g we will write q 7$ r
for the exterior product of q, r in  P. Let =$(q) be the operator of left
exterior multiplication q in  P. Put @$(q)==$(q)t and @o(q)==$(q)s. Then
@o(q)=0@$(q)0 (131)
by (130). On the other hand, since 0 is both orthogonal and symmetric
with respect to BP , and has order 2, one also has 0@$(q)0=@$(0q). Thus
by (131) one also has
@o(q)=@$(0q)
(132)
@o(0q)=@$(q).
Furthermore, note that as a consequence of Theorems 23 and 26 one has
‘(@$(r$)s$)=@(r)s (133)
for any r, s # J. Now using the expression for w in (111) (and ignoring the
use of $ in the expression for w$) note that [0a$i ] is a basis of  P and its
BP, : dual basis is [b$i]. Thus by (65) applied to C(P) one has
u$ } v$=:
i
:o @o(:o(0a$i )) :o u$ 7$ @o(:o(b$i))v$,
where we have used (62) in  P to rewrite the BP, : transpose of right
exterior multiplication. But then by (131) and (132) one has
u$ } v$=:
i
:o0@$(:o(0a$i )) 0:o u$ 7$ @$(0:o(b$i ))v$.
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However, clearly :$=:o0=0:o , by definition of :o , noting that 0
obviously commutes with :o . Consequently one has
u$ } v$=:
i
:$@$(:$(a$i )) :$u$ 7$ @$(:$(b$i ))v$.
But then by (123), (133), and Theorem 23,
‘(u$ } v$)=:
i
:@(:(ai )) :u 7 @(:(bi))v.
But then by (62) and (111) one has ‘(u$ } v$)=w. Q.E.D.
Let p # P. Note that under the isomorphism (99) the antiderivation @o( p)
(see (131) and (132)) of  P corresponds to the antiderivation @(:p) of J
(see Remark 27). In particular, for any q # P one has
@(:p)q=( p, q)o . (134)
But now if u # J is arbitrary then one consequence of Theorem 35 is that
if one were to use (5) to compute the Clifford product pu all the terms
except the highest and lowest terms would cancel out. That is, by Theorem
35 and (5) applied to C(P), one has
pu=(=( p)+@(:p))u (135)
in J.
Obviously one has n g/J so that, by dimension,
n g=Jn.
Also then, by dimension, as a consequence of Theorem 23, one must have
that
‘:  l P  Jn
is an isomorphism and hence in the notation of (100) there exists c # C*
such that
+=cp1 7 } } } 7 pl . (136)
Note that since the pi are homogeneous they can be chosen to be
orthogonal with respect to Bg . If they are so chosen, they are also
orthogonal with respect to Bg , : , by (122), so that, by Theorem 35, we can
replace the exterior multiplication in (136) by Clifford multiplication in
C(g) and write
+=cp1 } } } pl . (137)
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4.7. Our next objective is to prove that Spin adg is primary for a
specific irreducible representation ?* and to exploit the consequential
decomposition (78) to get g-module structural results about C(g)= g.
The statement that Spin adg is primary is in fact an immediate corollary of
Theorem 35. First note that (136) implies (see also (102)) that if
r=li=1 mi then
n=l+2r. (138)
Corollary 36. For any complex semisimple Lie algebra g the represen-
tation Spin adg is primary (see (73)). In fact,
E&End C2 r (139)
and, as algebras,
C(g)&EJ. (140)
Proof. The representation _ (see (41)) is, by its definition, faithful. Note
then that, by the Wedderburn theorem, the statement that Spin adg is
primary is just the statement that E is simple. But, by semisimplicity,
this is just the statement that Cent E=C. However, recalling (72),
Cent E=E & J so that Cent E/Cent J. But if l is even then J is simple by
Theorem 35. Hence Cent J=C which proves that E is simple. If l is odd
then Theorem 35 implies that
Cent J=Z (141)
by (134) and (135). Thus Cent E/Z. But if l is odd then n is odd, by
(138), and hence E & n g=0. Thus Cent E=C in this case as well. Conse-
quently E is simple and Spin adg is primary. The isomorphism (140) is then
just (78). Since dim J=2l it follows from (140) and (138) that dim E=22r.
But then this and Wedderburn imply (139). Q.E.D.
5. Spin ad IS PRIMARY OF TYPE ?\ ,  g=2lV\V\ , AND THE
\-DECOMPOSITION, C(g)=End V\ C(P)
5.1. Let h/g be a Cartan subalgebra of g and let h* be its dual
space. Let 2/h* be the set of roots for the pair (h, g). We choose root vec-
tors e. # g, . # 2, and normalize the choice, as in [9], so that (with respect
to Bg)), for any . # 2,
(e. , e&.)=1. (142)
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We recall the standard machinery for the finite dimensional representation
theory of g. Let h/b/g where b is a Borel subalgebra of g. Let 2+ be the
set of roots for the pair (h, b). The subset 2+/2 defines a choice of
positive roots. Let n/b be the nilradical of b and let
b&=h+ :
. # 2 +
Ce&. (143)
be the ‘‘opposite’’ Borel subalgebra so that
g=nb&. (144)
Recalling (138) one has
dim n=card 2+
=r (145)
dim b&=l+r.
As one knows, the bilinear form Bh=Bg | h is nonsingular and conse-
quently induces a nonsingular bilinear form (*, #) on h*. One has
(., .)>0 for any . # 2 and the semigroup, 1, of dominant integral linear
forms on h is the set of all * # h* such that 2(*, .)(., .) # Z+ for all
. # 2+. The set 1 parameterizes, as highest weights, the set of equivalence
classes of irreducible representations of g. For any * # 1 let
?* : g  End V*
be a fixed irreducible representation of g with highest weight *. Let
6=[:1 , ..., :l]/2+ be the set of simple positive roots and let
\= 12 . # 2 + .. One knows that \ # 1 and that in fact 2( \, :)(:, :)=1 for
any : # 6. In particular, \ is regular (not orthogonal to any root) and
( \, .)>0 for any . # 2+ . For any * # 1 we recall the well-known dimen-
sion formula of Weyl
dim V*=
>. # 2 + ( \+*, .)
>. # 2 + ( \, .)
. (146)
We will be particularly interested, in this paper, in the case where *=\.
The dimension of the irreducible representation ?\ can be explicitly com-
puted using (146). Indeed, in this case all of the r factors in the numerator
of the right hand side of (146) are twice the corresponding factor in the
denominator and hence one has
dim V\=2r. (147)
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5.2. For any x # g, let ?C (x) # End C(g) be defined by putting
?C(x)=#($(x)), using the notation of (7) and (106), so that ?C : g 
End C(g) is the completely reducible representation of g on C(g) defined
by left multiplication by $(g)/2 g on C(g). The representation extends
to U(g) and for any w # C(g) the cyclic module ?C (U(g))w, generated
by w, is clearly given by
?C (U(g))w=Ew. (148)
Let zi , ..., zl , be a Bh-orthonormal basis of h. But then, by (89), (106) and
(142),
$(x)= 14 \ :
l
i=1
zi 7 [zi , x]g+ :
. # 2
e&. 7 [e. , x]g+ (149)
This simplifies considerably when x # h,
Proposition 37. Let x # h. Then
$(x)=&12 :
. # 2+
.(x) e&. 7 e.
=\(x)& 12 :
. # 2 +
.(x) e&.e. . (150)
Proof. For x # h clearly the first sum on the right side of (149) vanishes.
On the other hand, [e. , x]g=&.(x)e. so that
e&. 7 [e. , x]g=&.(x) e&. 7 e. . (151)
But (151) does not change if we replace . by &. so that we can take the
sum over 2+ . This yields the first equality in (150). But
e&. 7 e.=&1+e&.e. (152)
by (142) and (5). This yields the second equality in (150). Q.E.D.
Let 2(g)=2 _ [0] so that 2(g) is the set of weights of the adjoint
representation adg .
Lemma 38. Let  # 2+ . Then for some k and j=1, ..., k, there exist
weights #j # 2(g) and corresponding weight vectors x# j # g and also positive
roots j such that, for all j,
=#j+j (153)
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and such that
$(e)= :
k
j=1
x#j e j . (154)
Proof. We have only to observe that all the terms in (149) are equal to
terms of the form of the summands in (154), and that (153) is satisfied.
Indeed,
zi 7 [zi , e]g=(zi ) zi 7 e
=(zi ) zie.
noting that (zi , e)=0. For a term in the second sum of (149) we can
assume that if y=[e. , e]g then y{0 so that #=.+ # 2(g) and y=y#
is a weight vector with weight #. But since 0{=&.+# one has
(e&. , y#)=0 and hence
e&. 7 y#=e&. y#
=&y#e&. .
Since  # 2+ it follows that &. or # is a positive root and hence all the
terms in (149) are of the form of the summands in (154). Q.E.D.
Let .1 , ..., .r be an ordering of the set of positive roots. Put
+n=e.1 7 } } } 7 e.r
=e.1 } } } e.r (155)
so that 0{+n # r n.
Theorem 39. The representation ?C (left multiplication) of g on C(g) is
primary of type ?\ . Furthermore, the multiplicity of ?\ in C(g) is 2l+r.
Moreover, every nonzero element of the right ideal, +nC(g), in C(g)
generated by +n is a highest weight vector for an irreducible submodule of
C(g). In particular, if w # C(g) and +n w{0 then as g-modules
V&E+nw. (156)
Finally any highest weight vector is in the right ideal +nC(g).
Proof. Obviously y+n=0 for any y # n by (155). But then if x # h and
 # 2+ one has $(x) +n=\(x) +n and $(e) +n=0 by Proposition 37 and
Lemma 38. Consequently for any w # C(g),
$(x) +nw=\(x) +nw
$(e) +nw=0.
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This proves that if +nw{0 then +nw is a highest weight vector for the
cyclic and irreducible module E+nw generated by +nw and that one has the
equivalence (156). But, clearly by (8) and (154), the map
 n b&  C(g), uv [ uv
is a linear isomorphism. But the Clifford product of +n with  n is just
C+n . Hence, as vector spaces, one has +nC(g)&C+n b& . Conse-
quently
dim +nC(g)=2l+r (157)
by (145). Thus, from standard representation theory, E+n C(g) is a primary
representation of type ?\ and multiplicity 2l+r. By this implies that
dim E+nC(g)=2l+2r by (147). However, n=l+2r so that
C(g)=E+nC(g). (158)
This proves the theorem noting that, from standard representation theory,
(158) implies that every highest weight vector must lie in +nC(g). Q.E.D.
5.3. By Theorem 39 we can fix the representation space V\ so that
V\=E+n (159)
and ?* is the subrepresentation of ?C defined by V\ . Left multiplication #
in C(V) then defines a homomorphism
#: E  End V\ . (160)
One of our main results is
Theorem 40. If g is any complex semisimple Lie algebra then Spin adg
is primary of type ?\ . In particular, the homomorphism (160) is an
isomorphism of algebras so that, using (160), we identify E with End V\ .
Next, recalling Theorem 35, identify J with C(P) using the isomorphism ‘ so
that, under Clifford multiplication, the ring J=( g)g of adjoint invariants is
a Clifford algebra over the space P of primitive invariants. Then as algebras
C(g)=End V\C(P). (161)
In particular, as a g-module under the extension % of the adjoint representa-
tion one has
 g=2lV\V\ . (162)
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Proof. An obvious consequence of Theorem 39 is that any submodule
of C(V), with respect to ?C , is primary of type ?\ . In particular, if Q/g
is any Bg-maximal isotropic subspace the left ideal L(Q) of C(g), defined
in Section 2.6, is primary of type ?\ . But then Spin adg is primary of
type ?\ by Proposition 14. But then E&End V\ by Proposition 20. This
implies that (160) is an isomorphism. Next note that ?\ is self-con-
tragredient since &\ is clearly the image of \ under the long element of the
Weyl group. The remaining statements then follow from Proposition 20
and Theorem 35. Q.E.D.
We will refer to (161) as the \-decomposition of C(g)= g and to
E=End V\ and J=C(P) as its factors.
Remark 41. The fact that Spin adg is primary of type ?\ is in fact
proved in Section 5.9 of [9]. An immediate consequence, stated as
Proposition 20 in the present paper, is the decomposition
C(g)=End V\J (163)
and also the equation (162). Where the present paper (up until now) in
essence goes beyond [9], is in the Clifford algebra structure, C(P), of the
factor J. I established this last fact, and spoke about it extensively, shortly
after [9] was published. Although the present paper is the first publication
of this result it was, however, written up, for a 1979 master’s thesis, by my
student, Mohammed Najafi. See [14]. A completely different confirming
proof that J=C(P) was shown to me by Dale Peterson at MSRI in
19831984.
5.4. If * # 1 and W is any finite dimensional g-module, let m*(W )
be the multiplicity of V* in W. For notational simplicity put m*=
m*(V\V\). Regarding  g as a g-module with respect to % (see (68)), it
follows from (162) that, for any * # 1,
m* ( g)=2 lm* (164)
so that the g-module structure of  g comes down to decomposing the ten-
sor product V\V\ . In general this seems to be quite difficult. However,
there are some statements that we can make. The statements involve the
zero weight space V h* of V* .
Remark 42. Even if one can explicitly decompose V\V\ it is not
completely clear to us how to use the Clifford decomposition (161) to
determine how the 2lm* copies of V* distribute themselves relative to the
gradation in  g. The difficulty here arises since, of course, Clifford multi-
plication does not respect this gradation.
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For i=1, ..., l, let \i # 1 be defined so that 2( \i , :j )(:j , :j )=$ij . The \i
are the highest weights of the fundamental representations of g and any
* # 1 can be uniquely written as
*= :
l
i=1
ni (*) \i . (165)
Fix #, $, * # 1. For i=1, ..., l, and notational simplicity put ei=e:i and
ni=ni (#). Also for any integral linear form + # h* on h let V$(+) be the +
weight space in V$ and let Y$(+)/V$(+) be defined by putting
Y$(+)=[v # V$(+) | ?$(ei )n i+1 v=0, for i=1, ..., l]. (166)
Theorem 43. Let +=*&#. Then
m*(V#V$)=dim Y$(+). (167)
For a published proof of Theorem 43 see Theorem 2.1 in [15].
Remark 44. From my perspective the following is a history of Theorem
43 and its proof. Let v&# be a lowest weight vector in the dual module V#*
and let I/U(n) be the annihilator (and hence left ideal of U(n)) of v&# .
Let
X$(+)=[v # V$(+) | Iv=0]. (168)
Then it is an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2
in [8] that
m*(V#V$)=dim X$(+). (169)
This idea in [8] to get at m*(V#V$) is acknowledged in [15]. But then
Theorem 43 follows as soon as one knows that
I=I$, (170)
where I$ is, by definition, the left ideal in U(n) generated by eni+1i ,
i=1, ..., l. A key contribution of [15] is a short and independent proof
(Lemma 2.1) of (170). As mentioned in a footnote of [15], the authors of
[15] were informed by the referee that I had already obtained Theorem 43.
That is, I already knew (170). This came about in the following way. It is
certainly true that I did not know (170) when [8] was written. In 1962 a
beautiful paper, [18], of Zhelobenko appeared on a construction of an
arbitrary irreducible representation V# when g is classical. Instead of (a la
Harish-Chandra) constructing V# as a not very explicit quotient of a
Verma module, he constructed V# as a much more explicit subrepresenta-
tion of a dual Verma module. The dual Verma module can be regarded as
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functions on the big Schubert cell of the flag manifold and Zhelobenko
shows that the subrepresentation is given by the set S of those functions
which are annihilated by differential operators corresponding to the eni+1i .
As part of the argument Zhelobenko established (170) in the classical case.
To obtain (170) this way, in general, it suffices, using Zhelobenko’s idea (S
is g-stable for arbitrary g), just to prove that
I$ has finite codimension in U(n). (171)
I thus proved (170) around 1962, by showing, more generally than (171),
that if f1 , ..., fd generate a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra m and I"
is the left ideal in U(m) generated by f k 11 , ..., f
kd
d , for any choice of
k1 , ..., kd # Z+ , then
I" has finite codimension in U(m). (172)
My proof of (172) is tortuous and inductive. It is unpublished but is cited
in Section 8 of [7] where a much nicer proof of a stronger theorem is
given. Section 8 in [7] is overly generous to me. I proved (172) assuming
that m is nilpotent whereas (172) in [7] is established (see Theorem 8.1,
(c) in [7]) without this assumption.
5.5. If M is any finite dimensional U(g) module with respect, say,
to some representation ?: g  End M let M(+) be the weight space corre-
sponding to integral linear form + # h* on h. If +=0 we will write Mh for
the 0-weight space M(0). It follows immediately from the representation
theory of Lie Sl(2, C) that
e j.M
h=M( j.) (173)
for any . # 2 and j # Z+. In particular, this implies ( j=2).
Lemma 45. Let . # 2. Then 2. is not a weight of M if and only if
e2.M
h=0.
Of course one knows for the adjoint representation that twice a root is
not a weight. However, g may have nonadjoint irreducible representa-
tions V* where V h*{0 but where twice a root is not a weight. We cite an
example in the next proposition. Assume g=Lie Sl(k, C) and regard the
j-fold tensor product } j Ck as a g-module in the usual way. It is a simple
fact that (} j Ck)h{0 if and only if j is a multiple of k. Thus the smallest
nontrivial value of j such that the irreducible components of } j Ck can
have 0-weight spaces is j=k. From the SchurYoungWeyl theory one
knows that the number of * # 1 such that m*(}k Ck){0 equals p(k)
where p(k) is the number of partitions of k.
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Proposition 46. Assume g=Lie Sl(k, C) and * # 1 is such that
m*(}k Ck){0. Then V h*{0 and in fact
m* \}
k
Ck+=dim V h* . (174)
On the other hand, for any . # 2 one has
V*(2.)=0. (175)
Proof. The statement (174) here is just (4) in [11]. To prove (175) it
suffices, by Lemma 45, to show that
e2. \}
k
Ck+
h
=0 (176)
for any . # 2. Let =i , i=1, ..., k, be the standard basis of Ck and put
v_==_1 } } } =_k
where Sk is the symmetric group on [1, ..., k] and _ # Sk . Then, as noted
in Section 2 of [11], the elements v_ are a basis of (}k Ck)h. However we
can take e. to be a multiple of a matrix unit epq , where p{q. But then
e.=i=0 if i{q and e.=q # C=p . It is immediate then that e2.v_=0, for any
_. This establishes (176). Q.E.D.
5.6. We return to the general case where g is an arbitrary complex
semisimple Lie algebra. We recall that if * # 1 then we have put m*=
m*(V\V\) and that we have proved (see (164)) m*( g)=2lm* . On the
other hand, it is obvious that if m*( g){0 then * is in the root lattice. In
connection with the root lattice, we recall (but will not use or need) the
well-known representation theoretic fact that if * # 1 then V h*{0 if and
only if * is in the root lattice.
Let * # 1 and put
Vh*(n)=[v # V
h
* | e
2
i v=0, for i=1, ..., l]. (177)
Theorem 47. Let * # 1. Then
m*=dim V h*(n) (178)
so that
m* ( g)=2 l dim V h*(n). (179)
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In particular,
m*dim V h* (180)
and one has equality in (180) if and only if 2. is not a weight of V* for any
root ..
Proof. By Schur’s lemma one has
m*=dim(V\V\ (V**))g.
But since V\V\ is self-contragredient one must have
m*=dim(V\V\V*)g. (181)
But then reassociating the tensor product in (181) we can write
m*=m\(V\V*) (182)
since ?\ is self-contragredient. On the other hand, one knows 2(\, :i )(:i , :i )
=1 for all i and hence, as one knows,
\=\1+ } } } +\l . (183)
Now apply (167) to the right hand side of (182) where \ in (182) is *, and
also #, in (167) and * in (182) is $ in (167). Then +=0 and ni=1 for all
i, by (183). But then, by (182), the equation (167) is exactly (178).
But now by (178) one has equality in (180) if and only if V h*(n)=V
h
* , or
equivalently, if and only if
e2i V
h
*=0 (184)
for all i. By Lemma 45 this means if and only if 2:i is not a weight of V*
for all i. But this implies the last statement of the theorem since any root
is conjugate to a simple root. Q.E.D.
For the case where g=Lie Sl(k, C) we can add to Theorem 47.
Corollary 48. Assume g=Lie Sl(k, C) and let ?* be any one of the
p(k) irreducible representations of g which appear in }k Ck. Then
m*=dim V h* . (185)
In fact, there exists a g-module injection
}
k
Ck  V\V\ (186)
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and hence a g-module injection
2k&1 }
k
Ck   g (187)
where  g is a g-module with respect to the adjoint action %. Furthermore, if
?* occurs in }k Ck then the image of (186) and (187) contains the full
primary ?* component in V\V\ and  g respectively.
Proof. The equation (185) follows from (175) and the last statement of
Theorem 47. But then an injection (186) follows immediately from (174).
The statements about the image of (186) and (187) clearly follow from
(164), (174), and (185) and the fact that, here, l=k&1. Q.E.D.
Remark 49. It would of course be much more interesting if one could
explicitly exhibit injective g-maps (186) and (187).
5.7. If we assume that g is a simple Lie algebra then the adjoint
representation is irreducible. In such a case, if M is any g module, let
mad(M) be the multiplicity of the adjoint representation in M. Of course,
here gh=h so that for any * # 1 the argument in the proof of Theorem 47
yields (see (165))
m*(V**V*)=card[i # [1, ..., l] | ni (*){0]. (188)
We will be only concerned here with case where *=\. Since, clearly,
gh(n)=h one has the following immediate consequence of Theorem 47. It
will be needed in Section 6.11.
Corollary 50. Assume g is a complex simple Lie algebra. Then
mad (V\V\)=l (189)
and hence
mad ( g)=2 ll. (190)
Remark 51. Using completely different methods the result (190) was
independently obtained by Reeder in [16]. The paper [16] also contains
multiplicities of additional representations in  g. For an interesting result
characterizing irreducible representations ?* where twice a root is not a
weight, see [1]. An unpublished determination of such representations for
cases other than g=Lie Sl(k, C) was made by Chari and Pressley (personal
communication). In special cases a remarkable connection between such
representations and special nilpotent elements appears in [17].
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6. CLIFFORD ALGEBRA CONSEQUENCES OF CHEVALLEY’S
TRANSGRESSION THEOREM AND THE EXPANSION
x=li=1 (@(x) pi ) qi WITH RESPECT TO THE \-DECOMPOSITION
6.1. It seems quite natural to try and express arbitrary elements in
C(g)= g in terms of the two commuting factors in the \-decomposition
(162). Writing down such a satisfactory expression in this generality
appears to be quite difficult. Assuming one has a good control of End V\
(a highly nonvacuous assumption) one would solve this problem ‘‘in prin-
ciple’’ if one could at least express the elements in g=1 g in terms of the
\-decomposition. In this case the solution, Theorem 89, is quite elegant. It
involves only the primitive elements of J. The proof of Theorem 89 will
involve two main features: (a) Chevalley’s famous result (and original con-
jecture of Weil) that the elements in P are transgressivethereby setting a
bijective correspondence between a space PS of generators of the algebra
S(g)g=JS of symmetric invariants and P (see [3]), and (b) an explicit
determination of the l copies of the adjoint representation in End V\ .
See (189).
To deal with (a) above we recall the Weil algebra W(g) and some of its
properties. An important reference for this is [2]. Let S(g) be the sym-
metric algebra over g. As an algebra one defines W(g)=S(g) g. Then
W(g) has the structure of a super-commutative Z-graded algebra where
Wr(g)= :
[i, k | 2i+k=r]
S i (g)k g, (191)
noting the doubling of the degrees in S(g). Since we have identified g with
 g we cannot do the same with S1(g). Instead one lets h: 1 g  S1(g) be
the tautological isomorphism. One of course regards S(g)=S(g)1 and
the exterior algebra  g=1 g as subalgebras of W(g). For any x # g let
=S (x) # End W(g) be the operator of left (=right) multiplication in W(g)
by h(x). Also any previously considered element in End  g will now be
understood to be an element in End W(g) by uniquely extending its
domain so as to commute with multiplication by S(g). The map h uniquely
extends to an element h # Der1 W(g) (as in the Koszul complex) such that
h | S1(g)=0. Explicitly,
h= :
n
i=1
=S (xi ) @( yi ) (192)
where xi , yj are Bg-dual bases of g. One notes that
h2=0. (193)
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For any x # g let %S (x) # Der0 S(g) be defined so that, for any y # g,
%S(x) h( y )=h([x, y]g). Regard %S(x) # Der0 W(g) where %S(x)( g)=0.
Then W(g) is also a g-module with respect to a representation %W : g 
Der0 W(g) where
%W (x)=%S (x)+%(x).
Regarding S(g) as a g-module with respect to %S , one may think of W(g)
as the cochain complex C(g, S(g)). The corresponding coboundary
operator dS # Der1 W(g) may be given by the equation dS=d+d$S where,
in the notation of (192),
d$S= :
n
i=1
=(xi ) %S( yi ). (194)
Noting the absence of the factor 12 in (194) it follows from (89) that we can write
dS= :
n
i=1
=(xi ) %W ( yi )&d (195)
The coboundary operators dS , h # Der1 W(g) anticommute and hence
(W(g), dW ) is a cochain complex where dW # Der1 W(g) is defined by
putting dW=dS+h. A fundamental property of the Weil algebra is the
acyclicity of (W(g), dW ).
Theorem 52. Let H*(W(g)) be the cohomology algebra of the complex
(W(g), dW ). Then H 0(W(g))=C and, for r>0,
Hr(W(g))=0. (196)
A proof of Theorem 52 is given in [2]. We will give a proof of Theorem
52 here since an explicit form (see Theorem 58) of a homotopy establishing
Theorem 52 will play an important role in the remainder of this paper.
6.2. For any x # g let @S(x) # Der&1 W(g) be defined so that
@S(x) y=0 and @S(x)(h( y ))=(x, y ) for any y # g=1 g.
Remark 53. Since we have identified g with its dual g*, the symmetric
algebra S(g) identifies with the algebra S(g*) of all polynomial functions
on g. Note then that @S(x) | S(g) is just directional differentiation by x.
Now let g: S1(g)  1 g be defined so that g b h is the identity on
g=1 g. Then g uniquely extends to a derivation g # Der&1 W(g) such
that g | 1 g=0. Explicitly, in the notation of (192),
g= :
n
i=1
=(xi ) @S( yi ). (197)
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Put D=hg+gh so that, as a commutator in the super Lie algebra
Der W(g), one has D # Der0 W(g).
Proposition 54. The derivation D is a constant on Si (g)k g for any
i, k # Z+ . In fact,
D=i+k on Si (g)k g. (198)
In particular, D stabilizes the augmentation ideal W+(g) and is invertible on
W+(g).
Proof. Since D is a derivation the equation (198) is immediate after
noting that D=1 on both S1(g) and 1 g. Q.E.D.
Now let ’ # Der0 W(g) be defined by putting ’=dg+gd. Note that ’ is
characterized by the conditions
’: S1(g)  2 g, ’(h(x))=dx
(199)’ | 1 g=0
It is immediate from (198) and (199) that
[D, ’]=’. (200)
Proposition 55. For any r # Z+ the finite dimensional space Wr(g) is
stable under D and ’ and hence under D&’. Furthermore, ’ is nilpotent on
Wr(g) and D&’ is invertible on W r(g) if r>0. In particular, W +(g) is
stable under D&’ and (D&’) | W+(g) is invertible. In addition, ’ is locally
nilpotent on W(g).
Proof. The first statement is immediate since D and ’ are operators of
degree 0. By (200) the restriction of these operators to W r(g) define a
representation of a solvable Lie algebra and hence, by Lie’s theorem,
can be triangularized with D | Wr(g) diagonalized and ’ | Wr(g) upper
triangular. This immediately implies that ’ | Wr(g) is nilpotent and
(D&’) | W r(g) is invertible, for r>0, by (198). Q.E.D.
Since (D&’) | W+(g) is invertible the equation (201) in the next
proposition is a homotopy which proves Theorem 52.
Proposition 56. One has
D&’=dW g+gdW . (201)
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Proof. Let d$S # Der1 W(g) be defined as in (194). Then we first note
d$S g+gd$S=&2’. (202)
Indeed, if B is given by the right-hand side of (202) then, by commutation,
B # Der0 W(g) and hence B is determined by its restriction to S1(g) and
1 g. But then, by (89) and (194), clearly B | 1 g=0 and B(h(x))=
&2 dx for x # g. Recalling (198) this proves (202). But now dW=
h+d+d$S . Thus (201) follows from the definition of D, ’ and (202).
Q.E.D.
It follows from (198) that not only is D invertible on W+(g) but so is
D+k for any k # Z+ . Thus by the local nilpotency of ’ the following
infinite sum is a well-defined operator , of degree 0 on W+(g),
,= :

j=0
’ j (D(D+1) } } } (D+j ))&1. (203)
Lemma 57. The operator , # End W+(g) is the inverse of D&’ on
W+(g).
Proof. From the relation (200) one has that
D,= :

j=0
’ j (1+jD&1)((D+1) } } } (D+j ))&1
= :

j=0
’ j (D } } } (D+j&1))&1 (204)
where we have understood that (D+1) } } } (D+j )=D } } } (D+j&1)=1 if
j=0. But
’,= :

j=0
’ j+1(D(D+1) } } } (D+j ))&1
= :

j=1
’ j (D(D+1) } } } (D+j&1))&1. (205)
Then subtracting (205) from (204) yields (D&’),=1 on W+(g). Q.E.D.
Since g vanishes on 1 g=W1(g) it follows that g stabilizes W+(g).
Theorem 58. One has
( g,) dW+dW ( g,)=1 (206)
on W+(g).
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Proof. Since d 2W=0 it follows from (201) that dW commutes with
D&’. But then dW commutes with , on W +(g). But then (206) follows
from (201) and Lemma 57 upon multiplying (201) on the right by ,.
Q.E.D.
6.3. Let JW/W(g) be the algebra of g-invariants with respect to
%W . Clearly J/ g and JS are subalgebras of JW where JS/S(g) is the
algebra of g-invariants with respect to %S . The algebra JW is not only
graded but bigraded where if J i, kW =JW & (S
i (g)k g) then
J rW= :
[i, k | 2i+k=r]
J i, kW . (207)
One notes that
J iS=J
i, 0
W
(208)
Jk=J 0, kW .
Now it is immediate from (3) that for any x # g,
dW @(x)+@(x) dW=%W(x). (209)
But (209) readily implies that [dW , %W(x)]=0 and hence (JW , dW | JW )
is a subcomplex of (W(g), dW ). Let H*(JW ) be the cohomology of
(JW , dW | JW ). By complete reducibility the acyclicity (W(g), dW ) imme-
diately implies the acyclicity of (JW , dW | JW ). Thus, as a consequence of
Theorem 52, one has H0(JW)=0 and for r>0,
Hr(JW )=0. (210)
Remark 59. Note that the sum in (195) vanishes on JW and hence the
restriction coboundary dW | JW simplifies. That is, clearly,
dW | JW=(h&d ) | JW . (211)
Note also that with respect to the bigrading J i, kW (see (208))
h: J i, kW  J
i+1, k&1
W
(212)
d : J i, kW  J
i, k+1
W .
If a # JS then obviously ha=da=0 so that a # JW is a cocycle by (211). The
following is then an immediate consequence of (207), (210), and (211).
Proposition 60. Let a # JS . Then dWa=0. Furthermore, if a # J +S there
exists b # J +W such that (h&d )b=a. In particular, if m # Z+ and
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a # J m+1S /J
2m+2
W there exists b # J
2m+1
W such that (h&d )b=a. Moreover,
we can write
b= :
[i, k | 2i+k=2m+1]
bi, k (213)
where bi, k # J i, kW .
6.4. Now one clearly has the direct sum
W(g)=W(g) S1(g) g. (214)
Let
?: W(g)   g (215)
be the projection defined by (214). It is clear that ? is a g-map (with
respect to %W ) of degree 0. In particular, JW is stable under ? and in fact
one must have
?: J rW  J
r (216)
for any r # Z+ . The map of transgression t: J +S  J
+ is defined in
Proposition 61. There exists a unique linear map
t: J +S  J
+ (217)
such that if a # J +S and b # J
+
W is such that (h&d )b=a (see Proposition 60)
then
t(a)=?(b). (218)
In other words, ?(b) is independent of the choice of v. Furthermore, for any
m # Z+ one has
t: J m+1S  J
2m+1. (219)
Proof. Given b$, b" # J +W such that (h&d )b$=(h&d )b"=a, to prove
the first statement we have only to show that ?(u)=0 where u=b$&b".
But (h&d )u=0. Thus it suffices to show that if u # J +W is a cocycle then
?(u)=0. But if u is a cocycle there exists v # J +W such that (h&d )v=u,
by Proposition 54. But clearly ? b h=0 and ? commutes with d. Thus
?(u)=&d(?(v)). But ?(v) # J/Ker d. Thus ?(u)=0. Now assume that
a # J m+1S for m # Z+ . Write a=(h&d )b, using the notation of (213). But
clearly ?(b)=b0, 2m+1 # J 2m+1. This proves (219). Q.E.D.
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6.5. Let m # Z+ and a # J m+1S . An element b # J
2m+1
W such that
(h&d)b=a is called a cochain of transgression for a. Using the notation
of (213) note that k must be odd and hence can be written k=2 j+1.
Hence if b is a cochain of transgression for a we can write
b= :
[i, j | i+j=m]
bi, 2 j+1 (220)
where bi, 2 j+1 # J i, 2 j+1W . An explicit formula for b is given in
Theorem 62. Let xi , yj be dual bases of g with respect to Bg . Let
m # Z+ and let a # J m+1S . Then there exists a cochain of transgression b for
a such that, if bi, 2 j+1 is defined as in (220), one has
bi, 2 j+1=
1
(m+1) } } } (m+j+1)
:
n
k=1
=(xk) ’ j (@S( yk)a). (221)
Proof. Applying (206) to a one has
a=dW (g,(a)). (222)
On the other hand, if x # g then clearly h, g, and d commute with %W (x).
Hence D and ’ commute with %W (x). Thus , commutes with %W (x) on
W+(g). Consequently if b=g,(a) then b # JW . Furthermore, since
a # J m+1S /J
2m+2
W and g, has degree &1 it follows that b # J
2m+1
W . Thus
b is a cochain of transgression for a (recalling (211)). But now
Da=(m+1)a. Hence
,(a)= :

j=0
1
(m+1) } } } (m+j+1)
’ j (a). (223)
On the other hand, note that
[@S (x), ’]=0 (224)
for any x # g. Indeed, the left side of (224) vanishes since it is a derivation
of W(g) which clearly vanishes on both S 1(g) and 1(g). It follows there-
fore, by (197), that
b= :

j=0
:
n
k=1
1
(m+1) } } } (m+j+1)
=(xk) ’ j (@S ( yk)a). (225)
But if
ci, j= :
n
k=1
1
(m+1) } } } (m+j+1)
=(xk) ’ j (@S ( yk)a)
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then evidently ci, j # W1, 2 j+1(g) where i+j=m. Consequently one must
have ci, j=bi, 2 j+1. But this establishes (221). Q.E.D.
6.6. Now let A/ g be the subalgebra generated by dg/2 g
under exterior multiplication. (In contrast, recall that E/C(g)= g is the
subalgebra of C(g) generated by dg under Clifford multiplication.) Note
that A is manifestly graded and that
A+/even g & Im d, (226)
where A+=A & W(g)+ is the augmentation ideal in A. It is also obvious
that A is a g-submodule with respect to %. Since the elements of dg com-
mute with one another with respect to exterior multiplication there exists
a unique algebra (with respect to exterior multiplication in  g) homo-
morphism
s: S(g)   g
such that s(h(x))=dx for any x # g. It is obvious that s is a g-module map
with respect to the actions %S on S(g) and % on  g. Clearly
Im s=A (227)
and, for any m # Z+ , one has a surjection
s: S m(g)  A2m. (228)
We will express transgression t in terms of s.
Since ’ # Der0 W(g) is locally nilpotent, its exponential, exp ’, is a well-
defined automorphism of degree 0 of W(g).
Proposition 63. One has
s=(? b exp ’) | S(g). (229)
Proof. Let x # g. Recall that ’(h(x))=dx. But then ’2(h(x))=0. Hence
exp ’(h(x))=h(x)+dx. (230)
But then if m # Z+ one has exp ’(h(x)m)=(h(x)+dx)m. But then clearly
(? b exp ’)(h(x)m)=(dx)m. However, of course, s(h(x)m)=(dx)m. This
proves (229) for elements of the form h(x)m. But elements of this form
span S(g). Q.E.D.
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6.7. The following result (modulo scalars) is stated in [3]. In
another form it is given in [5].
Theorem 64. Let m # Z+. Recall the transgression map (see Proposition
61) t: J m+1S  J
2m+1. Let xi , yj be dual bases of g with respect to Bg . Let
a # J m+1S . Then
t(a)=
(m!)2
(2m+1)!
:
n
k=1
=(xk) s(@S ( yk)(a)). (231)
Proof. Let b be the cochain of transgression for a given in Theorem 62.
But by definition t(a)=?(b). However, as noted in the proof of Proposition
61, one has ?(b)=b0, 2m+1. Hence
t(a)=
1
(m+1) } } } (2m+1)
:
n
k=1
=(xk) ’m(@S ( yk)a)
=
(m!)2
(2m+1)!
:
n
k=1
=(xk)
’m
m!
(@S ( yk)a) (232)
by Theorem 62. But since @S ( yk)a has degree m note that (’mm!)(@S ( yk)a)=
(? b exp ’)(@S ( yk)a). The result then follows from Proposition 63. Q.E.D.
6.7. As in the paragraph following Remark 24 let m1 } } } ml be
the exponents of g. It is a famous result of Chevalley that there exists
fi # J m1+1S such that JS is the polynomial ring C[ f1 } } } fl]. The fi are of
course not unique. Even the span of the fi is not unique. However, the span
is a graded complement of (J +S )
2 in J +S . The converse is then also clearly
true. That is, if PS/J +S is any graded subspace such that
J +S =PS (J
+
S )
2 (233)
then dim PS=l and for the fi one only needs to require fi # Pmi+1S and
PS= :
l
i=1
Cfi . (234)
An especially nice choice of PS was made by Dynkin. One defines a non-
singular %S-invariant symmetric bilinear Bg , S on S(g) so that S m(g) is
orthogonal to Sr(g) if m{r and is determined on Sm(g) by the condition
that
(h(x)m, h( y)m)=m!(x, y )m (235)
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for x, y # g. This may be expressed in terms of differential operators. Since
@S (x) and @S ( y ) commute there exists a unique algebra homomorphism
S(g)  End S(g), u [ u (236)
such that if u=h(x) where x # g then u=@S (x) | S(g). Then regarding S(g)
as polynomial functions on g the value (u, v) of Bg, S on u, v # S(g) may be
given by
(u, v)=uv | 0 . (237)
Since (236) is a homomorphism note that (237) implies that u is the trans-
pose of multiplication by u in S(g) with respect to Bg, S . Indeed, if
w, u, v # S(g) then
(w, uv)=w(uv) |0
=wuv | 0
=(uw, v). (238)
Remark 65. Let q=i k where k is a compact form of g. Then since Bg
is positive definite on q we can regard the symmetric algebra S(q), taken
over R, as the real subalgebra of S(g) of all polynomial functions on g
which take real values on q. In particular, one notes that S(q) is a real
form of S(g) and that Bg, S is positive definite on S(q). Furthermore, since
S(q) is stable under %S (k) note that JS , J +S and (J
+
S )
2 are the complexifica-
tions of their intersections with S(q). In particular, Bq, S is nonsingular on
these subspaces.
Let PD be the Bg, S orthocomplement of (J
+
S )
2 in J +S . By Remark 65 we
can take PS=PD so that
J+S =PD (J
+
S )
2. (239)
We refer to PD as the Dynkin subspace of JS . It is defined in [5]. Elements
in PD will be referred to here as primitive symmetric invariants. The paper
[5] exhibits a number of interesting properties of primitive symmetric
invariants. Another such property will be given here in Theorem 67.
The kernel of the epimorphism s: S(g)  A (see (227)) is obviously an
ideal of finite codimension in S(g). Also,
J +S S(g)/Ker s. (240)
Indeed, since Ker s is an ideal to prove (240) it suffices only to show that
J+S /Ker s. But since s is a g-map it follows from (226) that s(J
+
S )/
Im d & J. But Im d & J=0 by (97). This establishes (240).
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By Theorem 10 in [10] the ideal J+S S(g)/S(g) is the prime ideal
corresponding to the nilcone in g. Note then that, by (240), the map s
descends to an epimorphism of the affine ring of the nilcone to A.
6.8. We turn now to the map of transgression, t: J +S  J
+. The
following beautiful theorem (conjectured by Weil) is also due to Chevalley.
See [3] and for a historical discussion of this result see Theorem 2 in [2].
Also see [5].
Theorem 66. The image of t is P. Furthermore, t vanishes on (J +S )
2 and,
if PS is defined as in (233), then
t: PS  P (241)
is an isomorphism. In fact, one can choose fi # Pmi+1S , as in (234), and
pi # P2mi+1S , as in (100), such that
t( fi )=pi . (242)
Proof (partly sketched). The fact that t vanishes on (J +S )
2 is a conse-
quence of (231) and (240). Indeed if u, v # (J +S ) then
t(uv)=
(m!)2
(2m+1)!
:
n
k=1
=(xk) s(@S( yk)(uv)) (243)
by (231). But @S( yk)(uv)=(@S( yk)(u))v+u @S( yk)(v). Hence @S( yk)(uv) #
J+S S(g). But then (243) vanishes by (240). Thus Theorem 66 follows, by
dimension, from (219) and (233), as soon as one knows that
P/Im t. (244)
The following is a sketch of an argument establishing (244). It is taken
from [6]. Let
L=[w # W(g) | @(u)w=0 \u # J+].
Let JL=L & JW . Clearly JS/JL . Also, it is obvious that
J & J +L =0. (245)
On the other hand, one shows that (JL , (h&d ) | JL) is a bigraded sub-
complex of (JW , (h&d) | JW ). This uses (4.4) in [13] which implies that
for u # J,
d@(u)=@(}u)d (246)
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(see (Section 1)). Let Z(JL ) be the graded space of cocycles in JL . Next let
( g)L= g & L. It then follows easily from (245), (246), and Proposi-
tion 22 (which defines a g-invariant homotopy) that
(( g)L , d | ( g)L) is an acyclic complex. (247)
Let Z(( g)L) be the graded space of cocycles in ( g)L . Now let r>0 and
let 0{b # Zr(JL). Then using the notation of (213) where r replaces 2m+1
let k be maximum such that bi, k{0. It follows immediately then that
bi, k # S i(g)Zk(( g)L).
But then it follows easily from (247) that if k{0 there exists a cocycle
b$ # Zr(JL) which is cohomologous to b but which is such that, with the
same indexing notation, b$i$, k$=0 for k$k. Since JS/Ker(h&d ) this
inductively proves that
JS surjects to H*(JL). (248)
Now a key point is to observe that if p # P then
(h&d)p # Z(JL ). (249)
Since dp=0 to prove (249) it suffices only to show that hp # L. Let u # J+.
Since p is Bg -orthogonal to (J+)2 it follows that @(}u)p # C. But then
0=@(x) @(}u)p=@(u)(@(x)p)
for any x # g. Recalling (192) this proves (249). Next note that if b # J +L
then
?(b)=0 (250)
(see (215)). This follows from (245) since ?(b) # J & J +L . But now by (248)
and (249) there exist a # J +S and b # J
+
L such that a&(h&d )p=(h&d )b.
Thus a=(h&d )(b+p). But then t(a)=p by (250). Q.E.D.
Henceforth we will fix some graded subspace PS satisfying (233). Also,
we will fix a basis fi of PS where fi # Pmi+1S .
6.9. Using the notation of (238) let Har(g) be the Z+ graded
g-submodule of S(g) defined by putting
Har(g)=[a # S(g) | ua=0, \u # J +S ].
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Then one has
S(g)=Har(g)J +S S(g)
by Theorem 11 in [10] and hence
s: Har(g)  A (251)
is a surjective g-module map by (240).
Henceforth, unless mentioned otherwise, we will assume that g is simple.
If M is any g-module let Mad be the primary component of M corre-
sponding to the adjoint representation. If, as in the notation of (189),
mad (M) is the multiplicity of the adjoint representation in M one of course
has
mad=dim Homg(g, M )
=dim Homg(g, Mad ). (252)
But now where  identifies with multiplication one has S(g)=
JS Har(g) by Theorem 11 in [10] and hence
S(g)ad=JS Har(g)ad . (253)
Now for any a # JS one clearly defines an element #a # Homg(g, S(g)) by
putting
#a(x)=@S(x)a (254)
for any x # g. If a  C then obviously
#a{0. (255)
If M is a g-module and N/M we may regard Homg(g, N ) as a subspace
of Homg (g, M ).
Theorem 67. One has
mad(Har(g))=l. (256)
Furthermore, for a # PD (see (239)) one has #a # Homg(g, Har(g)). In fact,
#a i , i=1, ..., l, is a basis of Homg(g, Har(g)) where ai is a basis of PD .
Furthermore, we can choose the ai uniquely so that
ai&fi # (J +S )
2. (257)
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In such a case #a i (g)/Har
m i (g)ad and one has a direct sum
Har(g)ad= :
l
i=1
#a i (g). (258)
Proof. The equation (256) is given in Theorem 11 in the paper [10].
Now let a # PD and u, v # J +S . Then (uv, a)=(v, ua) by (238). But
(uv, a)=0 by definition of PD . Since one clearly has ua # JS this implies
that ua # C. But then, if x # g, @S(x) ua=0. But @S(x) ua=u(@S(x)a) by
the commutativity of S(g). Hence @S(x)a=#a(x) # Har(g). But then by
(255) and (256) the linear map
PD  Homg(g, Har(g)), a [ #a , (259)
is a linear isomorphism. This implies a direct sum (258) for any basis ai of
PD . A comparison of (233) and (239) implies the unique existence of
ai # PD satisfying (257). Since the fi are a basis of PS the ai are obviously
a basis of PD . Furthermore, since both (233) and (239) are direct sums of
graded vector spaces one has ai # Pmi+1D since fi # P
mi+1
S . But then clearly
#a i (g)/Har
mi (g)ad . Q.E.D.
Now for any a # JS let sa # Homg(g, A) be defined by putting sa=s b #a .
Thus, explicitly, for x # g,
sa(x)=s(@S(x)a). (260)
Remark 68. Obviously sa=0 if a # C. On the other hand, if a # J +S ,
note that sa depends only on the image of a in J +S (J
+
S )
2. Indeed, this is
clear from (240) since obviously @S (x)((J +S )
2)/J +S S(g) for any x # g.
Let xi and yj be dual bases of g with respect to Bg . Let m # Z+ and
assume a # J m+1S . Note now that formula (231) for transgression can be
rewritten
t(a)=
(m!)2
(2m+1)!
:
n
k=1
xk 7 sa( yk). (261)
The kernel of the surjection (251) of course has finite codimension in
Har(g). But we now observe that the kernel has zero intersection with
Har(g)ad .
Theorem 69. The restriction
s: Har(g)ad  Aad (262)
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of (251) is an isomorphism. In particular,
mad(A)=l (263)
Furthermore, sf i (g)/A
2mi
ad for i=1, ..., l, and
Aad= :
l
i=1
sf i (g) (264)
is a direct sum.
Proof. Since (251) is a g-module epimorphism one has s(Har(g)ad )=Aad .
But then (262) and (263) would follow from (256) as soon as one establishes
dim Homg(g, A)l. (265)
But clearly sf i , i=1, ..., l, are linearly independent elements in Homg(g, A),
by (261), since (241) is an isomorphism. This proves (265). But then also
(264) follows from (263), recalling that fi # Pmi+1S . Q.E.D.
6.10. The expression (261) yields a procedure to go from Aad to P.
One can reverse this and to go from P back to A. Since we need not men-
tion the ad primary component, in this section, 6.10, we can assume that
g is semisimple and not necessarily simple. For notational simplicity write
Wi, k=S i(g)k (g)/W 2i+k(g). Any element in the super Lie algebra
Der W(g) is of course determined by its restiction to W1, 0=S 1(g) and
W0, 1=1 g. Let x # g. Then note that
@S(x)=g @(x)+@(x)g. (266)
Indeed both sides of (266) are derivations of W(g) with vanish on 1 (g)
and agree on S1(g). On the other hand,
0=h @(x)+@(x)h (267)
since the right side of (267) vanishes on both 1 (g) and S 1(g). Clearly
h: Wi, k  Wi+1, k&1
(268)
g: Wi, k  Wi&1, k+1.
By definition,
D=hg+gh (269)
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Now (see (198)) D&1 is defined on W(g)+. Extend its domain to all of
W(g) by putting D&1=0 on W 0(g)=C. It is clear from (268) and (269)
that
(@S(x)&@(x) gD&1): Wi, k  Wi&1, k. (270)
On the other hand, it is also clear from (268) that Ker h is bigraded.
Lemma 70. Let x # g. Then the operator @S(x)&@(x) gD&1 stabilizes
Ker h.
Proof. We have to prove that if b=h@S(x)&h@(x) gD&1 then b vanishes
on Ker h. But by (267) and (268)
h@S (x)=h(g@(x)+@(x)g)
=&gh@(x)+D@(x)&@(x) hg
=g@(x)h+D@(x)&@(x)D+@(x)gh.
Hence (h@S(x)) | Ker h=[D, @(x)] | Ker h. But [D, @(x)]=&@(x) by (198).
Thus
(h@S(x)) | Ker h=&@(x) | Ker h. (271)
Now clearly
[D, h]=0 (272)
by (269). It follows then that [D&1, h]=0 (even with the extended defini-
tion of D&1). Thus
h@(x) gD&1=&@(x) hgD&1
=@(x) gD&1h&@(x) DD&1.
Consequently one has
h@(x) gD&1 | Ker h=&@(x) | Ker h. (273)
But then b | Ker h=0 by (271). Q.E.D.
By definition
’=gd+dg. (274)
Also by definition dW=h+dS where we recall dS is the coboundary
operator for which H(g, S(g)) is the derived cohomology. Since d 2W=0 one
necessarily has (implicit in the structure of the Weil algebra complex)
hdS+dSh=0. (275)
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On the other hand, dS=d+d$S (see (194) and the paragraph above (194))
so that by (202) and (274) one has
gdS+dSg=&’. (276)
But, since (dS )2=0, the equation (276) implies that
[’, dS ]=0. (277)
Lemma 71. One has
[’, h]=dS . (278)
Proof. Take the commutator of both sides of (276) with h. By (269)
and (275) this yields
[’, h]=[(hg+gh), dS ]&[g, hdS+dS h]
=[D, dS].
But
dS : W i, k  Wi, k+1. (279)
Thus [D, dS]=dS by (198). This proves [’, h]=dS . Q.E.D.
Now let
Y(g)=Ker dS & Ker h.
By (268) and (279) it follows that Y(g) is bigraded. Let Y+(g)=
Y(g) & W(g)+.
Lemma 72. The space Y(g)+ is stable under ’.
Proof. Let u # Y+(g). Since ’ has degree 0 one has ’u # W(g)+. But
dS ’u=0 by (277). On the other hand, by (278),
h’u=[h, ’]u+’hu
=dSu
=0.
Thus ’u # Y+(g). Q.E.D.
The following theorem (together with Chevalley’s transgression theorem)
tells us that the interior product, @(x), for any x # g, of any primitive
invariant p # P, is in the exterior subalgebra, A, of  g which is generated
by all exact 2 forms dy, for y # g.
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Theorem 73. Let m # Z+ and let a # J m+1S . Let x # g. Then
@(x) t(a)=
(m!)2
(2m)!
s(@S(x)a). (280)
Proof. The space J 1S=0 since g is semisimple. Thus we may assume that
m>0. Obviously J m+1S /Y
+(g) so that a # Y+(g). Put b=(1m!) ’ma.
Then b # W1, 2m. We assert that
@S(x)b=@(x) gD&1b. (281)
Indeed b # Y+(g) by Lemma 72. In particular b # Ker h. But then by (270)
and Lemma 70
(@S(x)&@(x) gD&1)b # W0, 2m & (Ker h). (282)
To establish (281) we have only to note that W0, 2m & (Ker h)=0. Indeed,
if v # W0, 2m then clearly gv=0. Hence if v # W0, 2m & (Ker h) one has that
2mv=Dv=(gh+hg)v=0 by (198). This proves (281). But now @S (x) com-
mutes with ’ by (224) and @S(x)a # Sm(g). Thus
@S(x)b=
1
m!
’m(@S(x)a)
=s(@S(x)a). (283)
On the other hand, using (197), (198), and (224)
@(x) gD&1b=
1
2m+1
@(x) gb
=
1
2m+1
@(x) :
n
i=1
=(xi )
1
m!
’m(@S( yi )a)
=
1
2m+1
@(x) :
n
i=1
=(xi ) s(@S( yi )a).
But
:
n
i=1
=(xi ) s(@S ( yi )a)=
(2m+1)!
(m!)2
t(a)
by (232). Hence
@(x) gD&1b=
(2m)!
(m!)2
@(x) t(a).
But then (280) follows from (281) and (283). Q.E.D.
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6.11. Regarding U(g) and S(g) as g-modules with respect to the
adjoint action one knows that there is a unique g-module isomorphism
(BirkhoffWitt symmetrization) ;: S(g)  U(g) such that for any x # g and
k # Z+,
;(h(x)k)=xk. (284)
Clearly then Cent U(g)=;(JS ). Furthermore, if HarU (g)=;(Har(g)) then,
where  identifies with multiplication, one has
U(g)=Cent U(g)HarU (g) (285)
by Theorem 21 in [10], where in [10] HarU (g) is denoted by E. The sub-
space HarU (g) is clearly a g-submodule of U(g) and HarU (g)ad=
;(Har(g)ad ). But then
mad (HarU (g))=l (286)
by (256) and obviously
U(g)ad=Cent U(g)HarU (g)ad . (287)
Now return to the Clifford structure in C(g) and the surjective algebra
homomorphism $: U(g)  E (see (70) where E is defined following (70)).
Recalling the later identification E=End V\ (see (160) and Theorem 40)
one has
Theorem 74. The restriction
$: HarU (g)ad  Ead (288)
is a g-module isomorphism.
Proof. Since E is a simple algebra one has $(Cent U(g))=C and hence
(287) implies that (288) is surjective. But E&V\V\ as g-modules. Thus
(288) is injective by (189) and (286). Q.E.D.
6.12. Now if a # PD (see (239)) then #a # Homg(g, Har(g)) by
Theorem 67 where #a is defined by (254). By (288) we can therefore define
$a # Homg(g, Ead ) by putting $a=$ b ; b #a .
Lemma 75. The map
PD  Homg(g, Ead ), a [ $a , (289)
is a linear isomorphism.
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Proof. Since all the maps being (289) are linear it is obvious that (289)
is linear. But since ; is a g-module isomorphism it follows that (289) is a
linear isomorphism by (258) and Theorem 74. Q.E.D.
Consider the increasing filtration in C(g) defined so that for k # Z+ ,
C(g)(k)=ki=0 
i g.
Lemma 76. Let u # Sm(g). Then $(;(u)) # C(g)(2m) and s(u) # 2m g.
Furthermore,
$(;(u))#
1
2m
s(u) mod C(g)(2m&2) . (290)
Proof. By linearity it suffices to prove the lemma for u=h(x)m where
x # g. But s(h(x)m)=(dx)m # 2m g, with respect to exterior powers of dx,
by definition of s. See the paragraph preceding (227). On the other hand,
;(h(x)m)=xm by (284) and $(xm)=(12m)(dx)m with respect to Clifford
powers of dx. But then the lemma follows from (8). Q.E.D.
The filtration in C(g) induces a filtration M(k)=C(g)(k) & M in any sub-
space M of C(g). Of course, (Ead )(k)=(E(k))ad .
Lemma 77. Let m # Z+ and let a # Pm+1D . Let x # g. Then sa(x) # A
2m
ad .
Furthermore, $a(x) # (Ead )(2m) and
$a(x)#
1
2m
sa(x) mod C(g)(2m&2) . (291)
Proof. By definition sa(x)=s(u) where u=@S(x)a. Obviously u # Sm(g)ad .
But then sa(x) # A2mad by (227) and (228). On the other hand, $a(x)=
$(;(u)) # Ead . The proof then follows from Lemma 76. Q.E.D.
6.13. Let k be a fixed compact form of g and let q=i k. As noted in
Remark 65 the symmetric algebra S(q), taken over R, is a real form of
S(g). The argument leading to (239) (the positive definiteness of Bg , S on
S(q)) also implies that if RD=PD & S(q) then RD is a real form of PD , and
as a graded subspace of S(q),
Pm+1D is the complexification of R
m+1
D . (292)
Recalling the isomorphism (289) one defines a real form of Homg (g, Ead )
by putting
Homg (g, Ead )R=[$a | a # RD].
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Since E=End V\ there is a well-defined trace function, tr\ , on E. Since
dim V\=2r note that tr\1=2r when we regard 1 # C as an element of E.
Lemma 78. Let xi , yj be dual bases of g with respect to Bg . Let
+, & # Homg(g, Ead ) and put
(+, &)= :
n
i=1
+(xi ) &( yi ). (293)
Then (+, &) # C and defines a bilinear form Bad on Homg (g, Ead ). Further-
more, Bad is independent of the choice of bases xi , yj . Moreover, Bad is sym-
metric and nonsingular. In fact, Bad is positive definite on Homg (g, Ead )R .
Proof. Schur’s lemma implies that (+, &) is independent of the choice of
bases xi , yj and that (+, &) is a %(g)-invariant in E=End V\ . Thus
(+, &) # C and we can therefore write
(+, &)=
1
2r
:
n
i=1
tr\+(xi ) &( yi ). (294)
But then Bad is symmetric since the trace vanishes on commutators. Since
Bg is positive definite on q there exists a Bg orthonormal basis zi of g where
zi # q. But then if a # RD one has
($a , $a)=
1
2r
:
n
i=1
tr\ $a(zi )2. (295)
But $a(zi )=$(;(u)) where u=@S(zi )a. But u # S(q) since zi # q and a # RD .
But then u is in the real span of all powers h(x)k for x # q. Hence ;(u) is
in the real span of all powers xk where x # q. Now put a Hilbert space
structure on V\ so that $(k) is a Lie algebra of skew-Hermitian operators.
But then $(xk)=$(x)k is Hermitian for all k and all x # q. Thus $a(zi ) is
Hermitian. But if a{0 then $a(zi ){0 by Lemma 75. Thus tr\ $a(zi )2>0.
This proves that Bad is positive definite on Homg(g, Ead )R and hence
certainly nonsingular on Homg(g, Ead ). Q.E.D.
6.14. Now let ai , i=1, ..., l, be an R basis of RD such that
ai # Rmi+1D (see (292)). By Lemma 78 and GramSchmidt orthogonaliza-
tion there exists an R-basis ui of RD such that (1)
$i=$ui is a Bad orthonormal basis of Homg(g, Ead ), (296)
and (2) there exists a nonzero scalar ri # R such that ui&riai is in the span
of aj , j=1, ..., i&1. With the usual definition of degree for elements in
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symmetric algebras (polynomial rings) note that (2) implies that there
exists a unique R-basis bi of RD such that bi # Rmi+1D and such that
degree(ui&bi )<mi+1. (297)
Now by the \-decomposition (see Theorem 40) one clearly has
( g)ad=EadJ (298)
where  identifies with Clifford multiplication. It is immediate from (298)
that Homg(g,  g) is a free right J-module having as a basis any C basis
of Homg(g, Ead ). For the latter we choose $i (see (296)). Thus given any
0{_ # Homg(g,  g) there exists, uniquely, %(g)-invariants vi (_) # J,
i=1, ..., l, such that for any x # g,
_(x)= :
l
i=1
$i (x) vi (_). (299)
Henceforth xj , yk will denote a fixed pair of dual bases of g with respect
to Bg . The following is a (Fourier-type) formula for the coefficients
vi (_) # J.
Proposition 79. Let _ # Homg(g,  g). Then for j=1, ..., l, one has
vj (_)= :
n
k=1
_(xk) $j ( yk). (300)
Proof. Replacing x by xk in (299) and multiplying on the right by
$j ( yk), one has (since E and J commute)
_(xk) $j ( yk)= :
l
i=1
$i (xk) $j ( yk) vi (_). (301)
But then summing over k yields
:
n
k=1
_(xk) $j ( yk)= :
l
i=1
($i , $j ) vi (_).
But ($i , $j )=$ij . This proves (300). Q.E.D.
We are principally interested in the special case of Proposition 79 where
_ is the identity map so that _(x)=x for all x # g. For this case we simply
write vi=vi (_). Thus as a consequence of (299) and Proposition 79 one has
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Corollary 80. There exists uniquely vi # J, i=1, ..., l, such that for any
x # g,
x= :
l
i=1
$i (x)vi . (302)
Furthermore,
vi= :
n
k=1
xk$i( yk). (303)
6.15. The expression (302) is the formula for writing down the
generators of C(g), namely the elements of g in terms of the factors E and
J of the \-decomposition C(g)=EJ (see Theorem 40). It will be one of
our main results to explicitly determine the components vi and $i (x) in
(302). To begin with we will now observe that (303) implies that the
leading term of vi is, up to a scalar multiple, the primitive invariant, t(bi ),
defined by the transgression map t.
Remark 81. Since g/C 1(g) and E/C 0(g) note that (303) implies that
vi # C1(g). Thus the vi can be expressed as a sum of products of an odd
number of primitive invariants (see Theorem 35).
Lemma 82. For x # g and i=1, ..., l one has
$i (x) # (Ead )(2mi ) . (304)
Also, sbi (x) # A
2mi
ad and
$i (x)#
1
2mi
sbi (x) mod C(g)(2mi&2) . (305)
In addition,
vi # J(2mi+1) . (306)
Furthermore, t(bi ) # P2mi+1 and
vi#
(2mi+1)!
2mi (mi !)2
t(bi ) mod J (2mi&1) . (307)
Proof. By definition $i=$u i . One has sb i (x) # A
2m i
ad by Lemma 77. One
has (304) and (305) by (297) and Lemma 77. But now by (303) and (304)
one has vi # C(g)(2m i+1) . But this implies (306). Furthermore, if v$i is the
component of vi in J2mi+1 then, by (5), (303), and (305), one has
v$i=
1
2m i
:
n
k=1
xk 7 sb i ( yk). (308)
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But then (307) follows from (261), noting that we can replace J(2mi ) by
J(2m i&1) because of Remark 81. Q.E.D.
6.16. Now let p$i=((2mi+1)!2mi (mi !)2) t(bi ) so that p$i # P2m i+1
and p$i , i=1, ..., l, is a basis of P. Recall the restriction of the bilinear form
BP, : to P. See (125) and (127). Let pi be the basis of P which is dual to
p$i with respect to BP, : . Thus pi # P2mi+1 and with respect to Bg ,
pi p$j+p$j pi=2$ij . (309)
For any p # P let |p # Homg(g,  g) be defined so that for x # g
|p(x)=@(x)p. (310)
Recall that Homg(g,  g) is a free right J module with basis $i . The fol-
lowing lemma establishes that the expression for |pi in terms of the $i has
a ‘‘triangular’’ form. Let L=[1, ..., l].
Lemma 83. For any i # L let Li=[k # L | mk>mi] (noting that if k # Li
then k>i ). For any i # L and k # Li there exists uk # J such that
|p i=$i+ :
k # Li
$k uk . (311)
Proof. Let x # g. Recall the expression (302) for x. Since $j (x) # E it
commutes with pi . Hence pre- and post-multiplying (302) by pi and then
adding yields
pi x+xpi= :
l
j=1
$j (x)( pi vj+vj pi ). (312)
But by Theorem 35 on the Clifford structure of J it follows that if
J[i]=J (2mi&1) & C
1(g) then J[i] is spanned by a product of an odd number
of elements of the form p$k where mk<mi . But any such product anti-
commutes with pi . But if j  Li then either (1) mj<mi or (2) mj=mi . In the
case (1) one has vj # J[i] by (306) and Remark 81. Hence pivj+vjpi=0
in this case. In case (2) for the same reasons and (307) one has
pi vj+vj pi=pi p$j+p$j pi . Thus by (309)
pi x+xpi=2$i (x)+ :
k # L i
$k(x) 2uk , (313)
where, by definition, 2uk=pi vk+vk pi for k # Li . On the other hand,
pi x+xpi=2@(x) pi by (16). However, @(x) pi=|pi (x). Thus (313) implies
(311). Q.E.D.
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6.17. We will now set about proving that the sum over Li in (311)
vanishes so that we are left with the striking equality |pi=$i . Our final
results to follow are, in essence, just consequences drawn from this equality.
To begin with we need a general fact arising from the identification of the
underlying space of a Clifford algebra with that of the corresponding
exterior algebra. More appropriately this fact should have been stated in
Section 2 and for future referential purposes we will momentarily (i.e., only
in the next proposition) return to the notation of Section 2.
Proposition 84. Let the notation be as in Section 2. Let xi , yj be dual
bases of V with respect to BV . Let k # Z+ and let v # k V. Then
:
n
i=1
xivyi=(&1)k (n&2k)v. (314)
Proof. The left side of (3.14) is clearly independent of the choice of the
dual bases xi , yj . Consequently, using the notation of (295), we may take
xi= yi=zi . It is a simple fact that if F # Der0  V (the exterior Euler
operator) is defined by putting F=ni=1 =(zi ) @(zi ) then
Fv=kv. (315)
Indeed, since F is a derivation of degree 0 it suffices only to observe that
F | V is the identity operator on V. But now by (3), (7), and (15) one has
zivzi=(=(zi )+@(zi ))(=(zi )&@(zi ) })v
=(&1)k (@(zi ) =(zi )&=(zi ) @(zi ))v
=(&1)k (1&2=(zi ) @(zi ))v. (316)
Summing (316) over i establishes that the left side of (314) equals
(&1)k (n&2F )v. But then (315) implies (314). Q.E.D.
6.18. Recall the bilinear form Bad defined, by (293), on
Homg(g, Ead)=Homg(g, E ). Regarding C as J0 note that the same expres-
sion, (293), defines, as an extension of Bad , a J-valued bilinear form, still
denoted by Bad , on Homg(g,  g). One loses symmetry but for any
+, & # Homg(g,  g) and w # J note that
(+, &w)=(+, &)w. (317)
We can now apply Bad to elements + and & of the form |p where p # P. We
find that it is again scalar-valued and corresponds to an elementary
modification of the bilinear form Bg , : on P. Since the result relies heavily
on the structure theorem, Theorem 35, it is designated here as a theorem.
The fact that Pk=0 if k is even justifies the oddness assumption about i
and j in
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Theorem 85. Let i, j # Z+ be odd and assume p # Pi and q # P j. Then
(|p , |q)=0 if i{j, (318)
and (recalling (127))
(|p , |q)=j ( p, q)o if i=j. (319)
Proof. By definition and (16)
(|p , |q)= :
n
k=1
|p(xk) |q( yk)
= :
n
k=1
(@(xk) p)(@( yk)q)
= 14 :
n
k=1
(xk p+pxk)( ykq+qyk)
= 14 :
n
k=1
(xk pykq+xk pqyk+pxk ykq+pxkqyk).
But by Theorem 35 one has
pq=p 7q+( p, q)o . (320)
Thus, by Proposition 85,
(|p , |q)= 14((2i&n) pq+((n&2(i+j ))( p 7q)+n( p, q)o)
+npq+(2 j&n) pq).
But then, by (320), the coefficient of p 7q vanishes and the constant term
c is 14 ((2i&n)+n+n+(2 j&n))( p, q)o . That is, c=
1
2 (i+j )( p, q)o . But
( p, q)o=0 if i{j by (127). This proves the theorem. Q.E.D.
6.19. We can now prove the crucial (for us) lemma.
Lemma 86. Let the notation be as in Lemma 83. Then for any i=1, ..., l,
the sum over Li in (311) vanishes so that
|p i=$i . (321)
Proof. We prove (321) by ‘‘downward’’ induction on i. If i=l then Li
is empty so that (311) implies (321) for i=l. Now assume that (321), where
j replaces i, is true for all j>i. In particular, this is the case for j # Li . But
for j # Li one has (|pj , |p i )=0 by Theorem 85. However, by induction
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|p j=$j . Thus if j # Li then by (311), (317), and the orthonormality of the
[$k],
0=($j , |p i )
=\$j , $i+ :k # Li $kuk+
=($j , $i )+ :
k # Li
($j , $k)uk
=uj .
That is, uj=0 for all j # Li . This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.
6.20. Before stating the first consequence of Lemma 86, we recall,
for emphasis, some of the definitions in this paper. The space E/C(g)=
 g is the subalgebra generated, using Clifford multiplication, by all dx for
x # g. It is the image of the enveloping algebra
$: U(g)  E=End V\ (322)
with respect to the irreducible representation ?\ . The centralizer of E in
C(g) is the algebra J=( g)g of %(g)-invariants. On the other hand,
A/ g=C(g) is the subalgebra generated, using exterior multiplication,
by all dx for x # g. It is the image of the symmetric algebra
s: S(g)  A (323)
with respect to a map which arises in connection with the Weil algebra
W(g). Whereas A is manifestly graded this is not the case, in general,
for E.
Example. If g=Lie SL(3, C) then g has two irreducible 10-dimensional
representations. Let ?* be either one of these representations. The primary
component E* of ? in E is irreducible (i.e., m*(E)=1). But one easily
shows E* has a nontrivial projection in 2 g and also in 6 g, establishing
that E is not graded. One also has m*(A)=1 but here A*/6 g.
As Theorem 87 will state, the situation is completely different when it
comes to the primary components corresponding to the adjoint representa-
tion. Furthermore, the restriction of the maps (322) and (323) to the ad-
primary components HarU (g)ad and Har(g)ad of the respective harmonic
subspaces HarU (g)/U(g) and Har(g)/S(g) are triangularly related to
another.
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Theorem 87. One has
Ead=Aad (324)
so that in particular, for one thing, Ead is graded, and for another, Aad cen-
tralizes, with respect to Clifford multiplication, the algebra, J=( g)g, of
%(g)-invariants in  g. Next let b # PD (see (239)) so that b is a primitive
symmetric invariant and defines, using (322) and (323), respectively,
$b # Homg(g, E ) and sb # Homg(g, A) (see (260) and (289)). Then if
b # Pm+1D there exists u # PD such that
u$b mod (PD)(m&1) (325)
and
$u=
1
2m
sb . (326)
Proof. Using the notation of (296), (297), and Lemma 82 we first
observe that in order to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that for any
x # g and i=1, ..., l,
$i (x)=
1
2mi
sbi (x). (327)
Indeed since the bi # Pmi+1D are a basis of PD (see (297) and the paragraph
above (297)), the right side of (327) spans Aad by Theorem 69 (where,
recalling (233), (234), and (239), we choose PS=PD and put fi=bi ). On
the other hand, the left side of (327) spans Ead by (296). Thus (327) implies
(324). One the other hand, by linearity, (297) and (327) imply (326) since,
by definition, $i=$u i .
But now, if x # g and i=1, ..., l, one has |p i (x)=$i (x) by (321). Since
pi # P2m i+1 (see (309) and the paragraph preceding (309)) one has
|p i (x)=@(x) pi # 
2mi g. Hence $i (x) # 2mi g. But also sb i (x) # 
2m i g
since, by definition, sbi (x)=s(@S(x)bi ) and @S(x)bi # S
mi (g). But then (305)
implies (327). Q.E.D.
6.21. Another consequence of Lemma 86 is a statement as to how
the interior product, @(x), by any x # g, relates the two factors E and C(P)
of the \-decomposition
C(g)=EC(P).
Theorem 88. Let x # g and p # P. Then
@(x) p # Ead . (328)
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In particular, @(x)p Clifford commutes with any %(g)-invariant u # J=C(P).
Furthermore, Ead is spanned by all elements of the form @(x)p for x # g and
p # P.
Proof. The equation (321) says that @(x)pi=$i (x) for any x # g. The
result then follows from (296) since the pi are a basis of P. (See the
paragraph above (309).) Q.E.D.
Remark 88. Combining Theorem 88 with (324) yields the statement
that
@(x)p # Aad (329)
for any x # g and p # P. Theorem 69 together with (329) readily yields
another independent proof of Theorem 73.
6.22. The final and main application of Lemma 86 is an explicit
determination of the components vi # J and $i (x) # E of x # g with respect
to the \-decomposition. Lemma 82 asserts that the leading term of vi is
primitive. We will now see that vi equals its leading term and hence vi is
itself primitive.
Theorem 89. Let g be any complex semisimple Lie algebra. Let pi , qj be
dual bases of the space P, of primitive (alternating) invariants, with respect
to the bilinear form BP, : . (We recall that J=( g)g and that J=C(P) with
respect to BP, : . See Theorem 35.) Let x # g. Then for i=1, ..., l, one has
@(x) pi # E=End V\ and
x= :
i=1
(@(x) pi ) qi (330)
so that (330) is the expression for x with respect to the \-decomposition
C(g)=EJ.
Proof. It obviously suffices to prove Theorem 89 for the case where g
is simple. We assume this to be the case and hence all previous results
apply. The statement that @(x)pi # E is established in Theorem 88. Also, it
is clear, from bilinearity, that the right side of (330) is independent of the
choice of dual bases. We choose pi as in Lemma 86. But then by (296) and
(321) one has
(|pi , |p j )=$ij . (331)
But then, by (319), the dual basis qi is given by putting
qi=(2mi+1) pi . (332)
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But now if vi is defined as in Corollary 80 then, in the notation of
Corollary 80,
vi= :
n
k=1
xk@( yk) pi
= :
n
k=1
=(xk) @( yk) pi+ :
n
k=1
@(xk) @( yk) pi (333)
by (5) and (321). However, nk=1 yk 7 xk=0 since (
2 g)g=0. Thus the
second sum in (333) vanishes and hence
vi=qi (334)
by (315) and (332). But $i (x)=@(x) pi by (321). Hence (330) follows from
(302). Q.E.D.
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